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I. AMENDMENTS FOR REFERRAL TO HUI ON LANGUAGE REVIEW
PREAMBLE AND DEDICATION
PROPOSED

PREAMBLE
We, the indigenous Native Hawaiian people, whose lineal
beginnings lay claim to mother earth and father sky, ventured in
time immemorial in the uncharted waters of an expansive ocean
guided only by celestial bodies, oceanic elements, and skills
unmatched by any other peoples. Our ancestors had the innate
human characteristics of venture, coupled with unquestionable
and uncompromising abilities to lead and to responsibly and
carefully carry with them to live their unique and distinctive
language, culture, values, traditions, and history. This
determination continues to current times.

COMMENTS FROM ATTENDEES






Why term “Native Hawaiian” rather than Kanaka Maoli
or Kanaka Oiwi. Suggest it be placed in parentheses
(Native Hawaiian).
Use Hawaiian first- also for mother earth and father sun.
Prince Kuhio, Kohala, Kuini willing to kakoʻo with
Hawaiian language, possible translation
Start with Hawaiian statement that captures the spirit of
this preamble

The arrival of our poʻe kahiko to pae ʻāina Hawaiʻi Nei was not by
chance but rather by powers we kānaka revere through our
aloha for nā akua, nā ali’i hanohano , ka ʻāina, ke kai, ka wai, ka
lani, ka lehulehu a me ka ʻohana. All that comes forth from these
sources are gifts which we mālama as beneficiaries and stewards
then, now, and into the future.
We, our ohana, koko iwi and hanai are linked and undivided in our
quest for self-determination and our constant desire to cultivate and
advance—by every pono means available—our social, cultural,
economic, and political goals. To that end, we, the Native Hawaiian
people on the pae ʻāina and all corners of Papahānaumokuākea,
establish and commit to these the Constitution and Bylaws of the
Association of Hawaiian Civic Clubs.
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DEDICATION
Affirming the commitment of all those who supported the
establishment of the Association of Hawaiian Civic Clubs, especially
remembering the foresight of our Founding Father, Prince Jonah Kuhio
Kalanianaole, we dedicate this Constitution and Bylaws.

I. AMENDMENTS FOR REFERRAL TO HUI ON LANGUAGE REVIEW
CONSTITUTION
CURRENT
ARTICLE I, Section 1
NAME AND PRINCIPAL OFFICE
The name of this organization is the
ASSOCIATION OF HAWAIIAN CIVIC
CLUBS (‘Ahahui Sīwila Hawai‘i), hereinafter
referred to as the “Association.”
ARTICLE I, Section 1

ARTICLE VI – OFFICERS, DIRECTORS
AND BOARD STAFF
Section 1
Officers - The officers of this Association shall
be the President, the First Vice President, the
Second Vice President and the Treasurer. The

PROPOSED

NAME AND PRINCIPAL OFFICE
The name of this organization is the ASSOCIATION
OF HAWAIIAN CIVIC CLUBS (‘Aha o Na ‘Ahahui
Sīwila Hawai‘i), hereinafter referred to as the
“Association.”
ALTERNATE Version Article I, Section 1
NAME AND PRINCIPAL OFFICE
The name of this organization is the ASSOCIATION
OF HAWAIIAN CIVIC CLUBS (ʻAhahui o Nā Hui
Sīwila Hawaiʻi), hereinafter referred to as the
“Association.”

SUGGESTED HAWAIIAN
LANGUAGE
[2 versions presented]

[Hawaiian names for
officers]
Section 1
Officers - The officers of this Association shall be the
Pelekikena (President), the Hope Pelekikena Mua (First
Vice President), the Hope Pelekikena Elua (Second
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CURRENT

PROPOSED

SUGGESTED HAWAIIAN
LANGUAGE

officers shall also be Directors of the
Association.

Vice President), the Hope Pelekikena ‘Ekolu (Third
Vice President), and the Puʻukū (Treasurer), Recording
Secretary, and Corresponding Secretary. The officers
shall also be Directors of the Association.

Section 2
Directors - Directors shall include the Council
Presidents and Association Directors (one
Director for every seven clubs or major portion.
ARTICLE VI, Section 5- Executive
Committee
The Executive Committee of the Association
shall consist of the President, First Vice
President, Second Vice President, Treasurer,
Immediate Past President

Section 2- Directors
a. Directors shall include the Officers, Pelekikena
Iho Nei, Council Presidents and Council

[Review of Iho Nei title]

Executive Steering Committee - The Executive
Steering Committee of the Association shall consist of
the Pelekikena (President), Hope Pelekikena Mua (First
Vice President), Hope Pelekikena Elua (Second Vice
President), the Hope Pelekikena ‘Ekolu (Third Vice
President), Puʻukū (Treasurer), Pelekikena Iho Nei
(Immediate Past President). The Steering Committee
shall direct the day to day operations of the
Association. The Steering Committee shall oversee any
operational staff.

[Focus is on whether there
is an appropriate Hawaiian
phrase that would replace
the concept of “Steering”
Committee, similar to that
of the steering of a canoe
that carries it to its
destination. Other terms
already referenced in other
areas]
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CURRENT
ARTICLE X - MOTTO
Section 1
This Association shall have as its motto, the
statement of Kamehameha III Kauikeaouli which
is as follows: “UA MAU KE EA O KA ‘ĀINA I
KA PONO” “The sovereignty of the land has
been perpetuated in righteousness.”

PROPOSED

SUGGESTED HAWAIIAN
LANGUAGE

Section 1
This Association shall have as its motto, the statement
of Kamehameha III Kauikeaouli which is as follows:
“UA MAU KE EA O KA ‘ĀINA I KA PONO” “E hana like
kākou me ke aloha, I mau ke ea o ka ‘āina i ka pono”
the sovereignty of the land has been perpetuated in
righteousness. (Let us work together with aloha so
that the sovereignty of the land is perpetuated by
pono)

[New] Article #

Article # - MELE OF THE ASSOCIATION – The
Song of the Association of Hawaiian Civic Clubs shall
be “Ku‘u Home ‘O Keaukaha” Composed by Albert
Nahale-a

[New] Article ##

Article # - PUA (or SYMBOL) of the
ASSOCIATION –
The Pua (or Symbol) of the Association shall be the ‘uo
hulu.
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I. AMENDMENTS FOR REFERRAL TO HUI ON LANGUAGE REVIEW
BYLAWS
CURRENT LANGUAGE

PROPOSED LANGUAGE

SUGGESTED HAWAIIAN
LANGUAGE

ARTICLE I - ELECTION OF OFFICERS
Section 1
The following officers shall be elected
biennially by the delegates in attendance
at the annual convention of this
Association.
a. Pelekikena (The President)
b. Hope Pelekikena Mua (The First
Vice-President)
c. Hope Pelekikena ‘Elua (The Second
Vice-President)
d. Pu‘ukū (The Treasurer)

The following officers shall be elected biennially
in staggered terms by the delegates in attendance
at the annual convention convening of the House
of Delegates (convention) of this Association.
a. Pelekikena (The President)
b. Hope Pelekikena Mua ʻAkahi (The First
Vice-President)
c. Hope Pelekikena ‘Elua ‘Alua (The Second
Vice-President)
d. Hope Pelekikena ʻEkolu (The Third VicePresident, Director of Strategic
Communications & External Affairs)
e. Pu‘ukū (The Treasurer)
f. Kākau ʻōlelo (The Recording Secretary)

Article 1, Section 5 NEW

Section 5 - Nā Pelekikena Honua (Association
Past Presidents)
All former Pelekikena who have qualified as
Pelekikena Iho nei upon their retirement from
the seat of Pelekikena of the AHCC shall be
designated Pelekikena Honua or Past President
of the AHCC.

Suggested Revised Titles for
ordinal numbering. If adopted will
affect change to other sections
where “Mua” and “Elua” are
currently used. [PKHCC]
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CURRENT LANGUAGE
Article 1, Section 6 NEW

PROPOSED LANGUAGE

SUGGESTED HAWAIIAN
LANGUAGE

Section 6 - Ka Nu‘ukeha (President Emeritus)
a. The Nu‘ukeha (President Emeritus) of
the Association is a rare and special
designation reserved for any
Pelekikena Honua of the AHCC whose
significant contributions and legacy
have left a positive indelible mark on
the Association of Hawaiian Civic
Clubs.
b.

Article V, Section 6
Hope Kākau ‘Ōlelo (Corresponding
Secretary) -

Article V, Section 5 6 BOARD STAFF:
Kākau ‘Ōlelo (Recording Secretary) - The
Kākau ‘Ōlelo (Recording Secretary) shall: ...

[Check on Hawaiian title for
secretaries]

Hope Kākau ‘Ōlelo (Corresponding Secretary)
- The Hope Kākau ‘Ōlelo (Corresponding
Secretary) shall:
Article VI, Section 2
he Pelekikena, with the approval of the
Board of Directors, shall appoint the Chairs
of the following Standing Committees:
NĀ KŌMIKE ALAKA‘I KULEANA
(ADMINISTRATIVE COMMITTEES)
NĀ KŌMIKE ALAKA‘I PAPAHANA

Nā Hope Pelekikena in collaboration with T the
[Please review the committee
Pelekikena
names. Suggested names
NĀ KŌMIKE ALAKA‘I KULEANA
appear as well at the end]
(ADMINISTRATIVE COMMITTEES)
a. Kōmike Pilina Kaiāulu (Community
Relations) – Operates the public relations,
and inter-club communication programs.
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CURRENT LANGUAGE
(PROGRAM COMMITTEES)
a. Kōmike Ho‘oilina Ali‘i (Benefits
and Trusts) –
b. Kōmike Pō‘aiapuni Waiwai
(Economic Development) –
c. Kōmike Ho‘ona‘auao (Education)
–
d. Kōmike Kūlana Pono
Maka‘āinana (Employment and
Housing) –
e. Kōmike Mālama Ola (Health &
Human Services) –
f. Kōmike Nohona Hawai‘i –.
g. Kōmike Ho‘okūpa‘a (Native
Rights) –
h. Kōmike Kaiaola
(Ecosystem/Environment
Committee) –

PROPOSED LANGUAGE

SUGGESTED HAWAIIAN
LANGUAGE

b. Kōmike Ho‘onoho Hālāwai
(Conventions and Meetings) – Directs
facilities acquisitions, activities
coordination and attendee and delegate
registration for the annual convention,
Association Board meetings and other
meetings and events
1) Kōmike Ho‘oia (Credentials)
2) Kōmike ‘Ōlelo Ho‘oholo
(Resolutions & Bills for an Act)
c. Kōmike ‘Ōlelo Ho‘oholo (Resolutions) &
Bills for an Act) –
d. Kōmike Mo‘ohelu Kālā (Finance) –
e. Kōmike Pilina Aupuni (Government
Relations) –.
f. Kōmike ‘Enehana (Information
Technology) –
g. Kōmike Ho‘okele (Policy and Planning)
–
h. Kōmike Mālama Ola (Health & Human
Services) –.
Suggested Revised Committee Names:
Kōmike Hoʻolaukaʻi Hālāwai (Conventions and
Meetings)
Kōmike Hō‘oia ʻElele (Credentials)
Kōmike Hoʻomohala Waiwai (Economic
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CURRENT LANGUAGE

PROPOSED LANGUAGE

SUGGESTED HAWAIIAN
LANGUAGE

Development)
Kōmike Kūlana Nohona or Kōmike Kūlana Hana a
Nohona (Employment and Housing)
Kōmike Kuleana ‘Ōiwi (Native Rights)

SUGGESTION TO CHANGE “ARTICLE”
AND “SECTION” TITLES

Replace Article with “MOKUNA” and replace
Section with “HELU”
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II. NON-SUBSTANTIVE AMENDMENT CHANGES
CONSTITUTION
NOTE: non-substantive changes in BLUE
new language in RED (will require vote)
Policy & Planning comments/inserts in GREEN
CURRENT
ART/SEC
ARTICLE VII
Section 3

CURRENT LANGUAGE

PROPOSED LANGUAGE

Section 3
Section #e
Councils - There shall be a Council in each of the Councils
following districts:
a. There shall be a Council in each of the following
a. The O‘ahu Council: Ke One o
districts:
Kākuhihewa – for the Island of Oahu
1) The O‘ahu Council: Ke One o Kākuhihewa – for the
b. The Hawai‘i Council: Moku o Keawe –
Island of Oahu
for the Island of Hawai‘i
2) The Hawai‘i Council: Moku o Keawe – for
c. The Maui Council: Nā Hono A‘o Pi‘ilani
the Island of Hawai‘i
– for the Islands of Maui, Moloka‘i,
3) The Maui Council: Nā Hono A‘o Pi‘ilani – for the
Lāna‘i, and Kaho‘olawe
Islands of Maui, Moloka‘i, Lāna‘i, and Kaho‘olawe
d. The Kaua‘i Council: Moku o
4) The Kaua‘i Council: Moku o Manokalanipō - for the
Manokalanipō - for the Islands of Kaua‘i
Islands of Kaua‘i and Ni‘ihau
and Ni‘ihau
5) The Mainland Council: Nā Lei Makalapua – for the
e. The Mainland Council: Nā Lei
Continental United States and Alaska
Makalapua – for the Continental United
States and Alaska
Section # may change according to adoption of previous section amendments; subsectioning impacts Section 4 as it relates to
Councils
ARTICLE VII
Section 4
Section 4
Each Council shall have the power to formulate
Section 4
b. Each Council shall have the power to formulate its
its own constitution and By-Laws consistent with
own constitution and By-Laws consistent with the
the Association’s Constitution and By-Laws.
Association’s Constitution and By-Laws.
c. The Councils may take positions on matters pertaining
to their district so long as they are not in conflict with
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actions taken by the House of Delegates or the Board
of Directors. The Councils shall respect each other's
kuleana over their respective districts and defer to
each other in district matters.
NOTE: Non-substantive changes will be made in the re-ordering of sections/subsections as proposed amendments are either
adopted or not adopted .
ARTICLE XI
ARTICLE XI – RULES OF ORDER
Section 1
Section 1
Section 1
The conduct of the business of the Association shall be guided
The conduct of the business of the Association
by the provisions of its Constitution and By-laws and when
shall be guided by the provisions of its
applicable, the most recently revised version of Robert’s Rules
Constitution and By-laws and when applicable,
of Order.
the most recently revised version of Robert’s
Rules of Order.

II. NON-SUBSTANTIVE AMENDMENT CHANGES
BYLAWS
CURRENT
CURRENT LANGUAGE
PROPOSED LANGUAGE
ART/SEC
ARTICLE I
Section 3
Section # may change according to adoption of previous [NEW] Section 3 amendment
ARTICLE I
Section 4
Due to possible previous changes/additions, Section 4 may become Section 7. Re-numbering will occur as appropriate.
ARTICLE I
Section 5
As previously explained, Section 5 may become Section 8
ARTICLE II
Section 4
Section 4 3
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Section 4

In the event of a vacancy in the office of Pu‘ukū,
the Board will select a qualified replacement
from the membership of the Association.

In the event of a vacancy in the office of Pu‘ukū, the Board
will select a qualified replacement from the membership of
the Association. See the Constitution, Article VI Section 6,
Qualifications.

Possible re-numbering
ARTICLE II
Section 5
Section 5 4
Section 5
In the event of a vacancy in the office of a
NO CHANGE IN TEXT
Director of the Association, the affected Council
shall have the power to fill the vacancy for the
unexpired term at the next regular Council
meeting.
Possible re-numbering
ARTICLE III
Current Article III, Section 1 may be re-numbered to Section 2 if [NEW] ARTICLE III, Section 1 is
Section 1
adopted
ARTICLE VIII ARTICLE VIII – DUTIES OF CHARTERED CLUBS
ARTICLE VIII – DUTIES OF CHARTERED CLUBS
Section 1
The duties of each chartered Hawaiian Civic Club Section 1
are as follows:
The duties of each chartered Hawaiian Civic Club are as
a. To support the purpose, goals and
follows:
objectives of the respective Council and
a. To support the purpose, goals and objectives of the
the Association.
respective Council and the Association.
b. To meet regularly (at least once every
b. To meet regularly (at least once every three (3)
three (3) months) and to encourage
months) and to encourage participation at meetings.
participation at meetings.
c. To submit reports to the Board of Directors of the
c. To submit reports to the Board of
Association and the Councils, as follows:
Directors of the Association and the
1) To the Association and Council, a club roster of
Councils, as follows:
members and officers sixty (60) days prior to
1. To the Association and Council, a
the convening of the next annual convention
club roster of members and
together with the per capita dues.
officers sixty (60) days prior to the
2) To the Association, a list of delegates and
convening of the next annual
alternates to the annual convention, together
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convention together with the per
with the registration fees, thirty (30) days
capita dues.
prior to the convening of the annual
2. To the Association, a list of
convention.
delegates and alternates to the
3) To the Association, an annual report of club
annual convention, together with
accomplishments.
the registration fees, thirty (30)
4) Any other report as may be required by either
days prior to the convening of the
the Association Board of Directors or Council.
annual convention.
d. To elect officers and to see that said officers assume
3. To the Association, an annual
their respective duties in accordance with the
report of club accomplishments.
Constitution and By- Laws of their club.
4. Any other report as may be
e. To send to every annual convention at least one
required by either the Association
delegate.
Board of Directors or Council.
f. To forward to their Council a report of their intent to
d. To elect officers and to see that said
dissolve thirty (30) days prior to the anticipated day of
officers assume their respective duties in
dissolution.
accordance with the Constitution and ByLaws of their club.
e. To send to every annual convention at
least one delegate.
f. To forward to their Council a report of
their intent to dissolve thirty (30) days
prior to the anticipated day of dissolution.
Deletion of “Section 1” title as there is no Section 2
ARTICLE IX
Section 1. Issuing of Charter
ARTICLE IX – ISSUING OF CHARTERS,
Section 1
SUSPENSION AND TERMINATION
Organizational sequencing: Section 1 – Issuing of Charters; Section 2 – Suspension and Termination
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III. AMENDMENTS FROM CONSTITUTION & BYLAWS FOR
INCLUSION IN POLICY & PROCEDURES MANUAL
COMMENTS

CONSTITUTION
ARTICLE II, PURPOSE
AND OBJECTIVES, Section
1
NOTES: Proposal is to remove the
whole section to another document
in SOP and to rename the document
it goes to.
What will remain is “Purpose” as
and Objectives will be discarded.
The purposes of this Association are:
a-c + additional of Maui Council
Alternate version.

ARTICLE II - PURPOSE GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
Section 1.
The purposes general goals with their associated objectives of
this Association are as follows:
GOAL # 1: to encourage the enhancement of a
proactive Hawaiian community and ohana through
outreach and community building and to increase its
organizational growth.
a. To recognize the ohana concept of family from koko iwi to hanai,
that which that comes from our naau as we welcome all, those
born in Hawai’i, and those Hawaiian at heart.

Section 2 deleted

b. To organize, charter, coordinate individual Hawaiian Civic
Clubs and provide guidance and opportunitiesfor leadership
training to the Hawaiian Civic Clubs; and
c. To promote unity, within and among member clubs in bonds of
friendship, good fellowship, and mutual understanding.

Goal #2: to provide educational opportunities to individuals or groups of
individuals, whose economic conditions would otherwise make pursuit of
educational advancement a difficult achievement.
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a. To actively encourage and assist in furthering the education and
leadership development of those of Native Hawaiian ancestry via
Native Hawaiian designed and controlled models of education;
and
b. To promote greater sensitivity from educational institutions for
the special needs and values of Native Hawaiian students.
Goal #3: To provide a pathway for the betterment of conditions of life
and lifestyle whether this comes as a result of economic advancement,
educational competitiveness, or other means.
a. To promote the theory and practice of the principles of good
government and good citizenship;
b. To take an active interest in the civic, economic, health, and
social welfare of our community and particularly, the activities of
those agencies and organizations who are responsible for the
improvement of the conditions of the people of Hawaiian
ancestry; and
c. To provide a forum for the full and free discussion of all matters
of public interest.
d. To assure that no Native Hawaiian is left unsheltered by
advocating for sound laws, programs, and services that will
provide affordable housing, financing, and community
development activities.
Goal #4: To provide for programs which speak to the promotion and/or
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support for organizations which promote Hawaiian heritage, traditions,
language and culture.
a. To advocate positions endorsed by the Association at its
annual Convention, or approved by the Board of Directors, as
appropriate;
b. To increase pride in race heritage and Hawaiian identify, and to
actively participate in and to advance the promotion,
perpetuation and practice of long-held traditional Native
Hawaiian practices, attitudes and values that dignify all human
life and that are the underpinnings of our culture that
comprise a unique, rich and enduring legacy of the indigenous
people of Hawai'i;
c. To advocate for programs and policies that uplift the social,
intellectual, health and economic well- being of Native
Hawaiians;
d. To advocate for the ultimate return of ceded lands, and in the
interim, to advocate that federal, state, and county governments
use such lands first for Native Hawaiian housing, a Native
Hawaiian government structure, lands for agriculture and
farming, lands for building education and health facilities for
Native Hawaiians, and lands on which to exercise cultural
practices, etc;
e. To advocate for laws and positions endorsed by the Association
at its convention or approved by the Board of Directors, as
appropriate; and
f. and to To support programs of benefit to them to the people of
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Hawaiian ancestry and to the community at large. This interest
will be pursued with a commitment to the right of Native
Hawaiians to self-determination with sensitivity for the
traditional cultural values and assets of the Native Hawaiian
people and our culture.
Goal #5: To support values that dignify human life, the moral and ethical
foundation of our cultural expressions and comprise the rich legacy of the
Hawaiʻi maoli.
a. To honor, fulfill, protect, preserve and cherish all sources,
customs, rights and records of Native Hawaiian traditions,
including but not limited to oli, mele, mo‘olelo, mo‘okū‘auhau,
cemetery and/or burial areas and the historic sites of the Native
Hawaiian people;
b. To to actively encourage the teaching, learning and use of ‘ōlelo
Hawai‘i;
c. To actively encourage generational and traditional resource
practices as handed down through traditional and customary
practices;
d. and to To actively encourage the protections of protect the
endemic and indigenous flora and fauna of Hawai‘i nei;
e. And To promote Native Hawaiian culture, language and
traditions for all;
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f. To actively assert and defend the cultural, traditional knowledge,
and intellectual property rights of the Native Hawaiian people, of
kūpuna, and cultural practitioners; and
g. To protect, respect and promote the inherent rights of Native
Hawaiian people that derive from our political, economic, and
social structures and from our culture, spiritual traditions,
histories, and philosophies, especially our rights/kuleana to our
lands, territories and resources.

ART. III – TAX EXEMPT
STATUS
‘Ahahui Sīwila Hawai`i
(Inclusion in an MOU
recommended for sec. d only)

These Goals and Objectives will be accomplished through the
collaboration, initiatives and actions of the Standing Committees of the
Association, the Officers of the Association, the Board of Directors, and
the House of Delegates.
Maui Council
d. The ʻAhahui Sīwila Hawaiʻi shall prepare and make available to
the Association Board of Directors and present at the Associationʻs
annual convention, an annual report that contains:
1) description of the objectives of the ʻAhahui Sīwila
Hawaiʻi during the fiscal year;
2) effectiveness of activities and initiatives funded by the
ʻAhahui Sīwila Hawaiʻi in relation to objectives and/or
strategic plan;
3) description of major barriers and major achievements
during this time;
4) detailed financial statements of how and where funds were
spent, IRS 990 filing; and meeting minutes of the ʻAhahui
Sīwila Hawaiʻi for the fiscal year with attachments of all
Board of Directors’ resumes.
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COMMENTS

BYLAWS
Art. III, Sec. 1

Maui Council

The Board of Directors has a fiduciary responsibility for the actions
and activities of AHCC. Following fiduciary duties of care, loyalty,
and obedience will help ensure that members are acting in the best
interests of AHCC, are working to fulfill the statutory responsibilities,
mission, and goals of the AHCC, and will protect members from
liability for their actions on the AHCC Board of Directors.
a. DUTY OF CARE - Board of Directors are expected to perform
their duties and responsibilities in good faith and at a level of
professionalism that is in the best interest of AHCC.
b. DUTY OF LOYALTY - Board of Directors are expected to place
the interest of AHCC before their own personal and
professional interest on all AHCC Board of Directors matters.
Board of Directors must not use their position on the AHCC
Board of Directors to enhance their private interest, to pass
on information that is inaccurate or untrue, and to perform
any actions that may be harmful to AHCC.
c. DUTY OF OBEDIENCE - Board of Directors are expected to
perform their duties in compliance with these bylaws, the
“AHCC Conflict of Interest Policy and Pledge”, and all policies
and procedures. The Board of Directors is not excused from
performing their duties if they are not familiar with any of the
laws and policies that govern the conduct of the AHCC. Board
of Directors must also comply with all applicable federal,
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state, and local laws.
Art. IX, Section 2
Charter Club Criteria

Bold, italicized text to be
moved to Policy &
Procedures Manual.

ART. IX, Sec. 4

Article 9, Section 2
Charter Club Criteria
a. Club members must commit to supporting the mission, goals,
and objectives of the Association;
b. Constitution and by-laws must be consistent with the
Association and Council constitution and by-laws.
c. Membership must consist of a minimum of 25 Native
Hawaiians.
d. Per capita must be paid at the time of application.
e. Club must commit to carrying out its duties and
responsibilities as outlined in these by-laws.
A club applying for a charter from the Association shall select a club
name honoring Prince Kūhiō Kalaniana‘ole, an historic Ali‘i, or a
geographic location associated with the club.
Section 2. Suspension and Termination.
The Board of Directors shall have the power to suspend or terminate
the charter of a club for good cause. Good cause shall mean the
willful and continuous failure to comply with the Purposes Goals
and Objectives of the Association, as set forth in the Constitution
of the Association, or the willful and continuous failure to comply
with the Duties of Chartered Clubs, as set forth in Article VIII,
Duties of Chartered Clubs, its By-Laws, particularly Section 3.8.1
and Article IX, Section 2, Chartered Club Criteria, of the By-Laws.
Further, a club’s charter shall be automatically terminated for
failure to send at least one delegate to the annual convention of
the Association for three (3) successive years.
Article 9, Section 4
The Board, upon a two-thirds vote of its members, shall notify a club
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ART. IX, Sec. 5

ART. X, Sec. 8

and the Council of which it is a member, in writing, whenever
termination of charter is being considered. The cause or causes for
such possible action will be stated and, as appropriate, sections of the
Association. Constitution or By-Laws will be cited as the grounds for
cause. A club receiving such notification will have ninety (90) days in
which to respond. This response may: (1) deny the charges and ask
that no further action be taken; (2) accept the accuracy of the
violations and indicate proper corrective actions which will be taken
by the club; or (3) accept the accuracy of the causes but appeal
whether such club actions constitute grounds for termination.
Article 9, Section 5
The Board may then: (1) accept the assertion (if no grounds) and
take no further action; (2) accept the club’s corrective actions; (3)
convene a hearing for purposes of deciding whether ‘good cause’
does exist; or (4) receiving no response to its notice, proceed with
termination. Any of these actions shall require a two-thirds vote of
the Board.
Article 10 Section 8
Registration of Delegates and Alternates - Each duly chartered
Club in good standing shall be entitled to one delegate and one
alternate delegate for every ten (or major fraction thereof) of its
members in good standing as shown by the records of the Pu‘ukū of
the Association as of sixty (60) days prior to the convening of the
next Convention. The major fraction referred to herein shall be five
(5) or more members. The designation of each delegate and alternate
shall be evidenced by a certificate signed by the Pelekikena and
Pu‘ukū of each such Club.
The Board of Directors shall have the authority to seat a club that
failed to meet the deadline for submission of their per capita within
60 days prior to the convening of convention provided that there are
extenuating circumstances that prevented the timely submission and
the delay was not for more than 5 days after the deadline. This does
not allow for the addition of delegates beyond the original deadline.
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ART. X, Sec. 10
Resolutions

a. Resolutions and Bills for an Act for consideration at a
Convention must shall1 be submitted to the Pelekikena of the
Association Resolutions Chair2 no later than sixty (60) ninety
(90)3 days prior to that Convention.

a.

1) All resolutions submitted within the ninety (90) day
deadline period shall be published for viewing on the
Association website within 15 days after the deadline
established by Section 10 a.
2) These resolutions shall remain the property of the
makers and may be amended or withdrawn by the
maker(s) up to and until the thirtieth (30th) day prior
to the convening of the Annual Convention.
3) Should the maker(s) decide to exercise the right to
amend the resolution prior to the expiration date
which govern the use of that option, the maker(s) must
submit the amended version no later than thirty (30)
days prior to the Convention.
4) All amended resolutions which are submitted for
consideration by the makers at the Convention which
meet the criteria iterated herein, shall be immediately
published on the website as an amended submittal.
5) Late resolutions may not be withdrawn or amended by
the maker(s) after the thirty (30) day deadline and are
1

Non-substantive
Current practice is to Reso Chair for on time resos
3
Longer period for reso maker(s) to garner manaʻo and then amend
2
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a.

a.

a.

a.

a.

the property of the Association and must be disposed
of in the manner prescribed in accordance with the
Rules of Convention and the Committee to which the
resolution is assigned.
Any resolutions submitted after the identified thirty (30) day
deadline that date must be related to issues or actions
developing after the sixty (60) day that deadline, and will be
termed a late resolution. In no event, however, may a late
resolution be submitted later than forty-eight (48) hours
prior to the convening of the first plenary session of the
convention. All resolutions shall be limited to three singlesided pages on 8 1/2 x 11” paper.
The sponsor of any late resolution shall provide an electronic
version of the resolution to the AHCC Pelekikena and
Resolutions Chair, and shall provide sufficient hard copies of
the late resolution, based on the number of registered
delegates and alternates delegates-at-large at the annual
convention. Said copies shall be delivered to the steno pool for
distribution. Two-thirds (2/3) of the delegates present at the
plenary session must vote in the affirmative to receive the late
resolution(s) before it may be assigned for action to a
convention committee.
Resolutions for consideration at a Convention may be
submitted for introduction by: the Association Board of
Directors; the Steering Committee of the Association; any
Association standing, convention, ad hoc or other Committee;
any Council; or any Chartered Club.
The Resolutions Chairperson shall circulate instructions for
the preparation of resolutions and the exact date of the
resolution submittal deadline to all clubs no less than ninety
(90) days prior to convention.
Transmittal of approved resolutions, for which names and
addresses of the persons or organizations on distribution are
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provided by the sponsor of the resolution, shall be distributed
to those named in the distribution clause limited to no more
than six (6) certified copies. A set of extra plain copies
containing resolutions having a legislative impact shall be
mailed to the following offices: Governor, President of the
Senate, Speaker of the House, Senate Committee on Judiciary
& Hawaiian Affairs Chair, House Committee on Hawaiian
Affairs Chair, Office of Hawaiian Affairs Chair of the Board of
Trustees, and all County Mayors. A full set of the final
resolutions shall be posted on the Association's website for
viewing by any member of the Association.
ART. ## - LEADERSHIP
CONFERENCE

ART. ## - CONTRACTS

ART. ## - POLICY AND
PROCEDURES MANUAL
ART. ## - CONFLICT OF
INTEREST

Section 1 - Purpose. A Leadership Conference shall be held
annually at a place, date, and time to be determined by the Board
of Directors for the purpose of education, orientation,
networking, and sharing experiences.
Section 2 - Attendance. In addition to Officers, Directors, board and
operational staff, committee chairs, task-force chairs, attendance shall
be restricted to members in good standing of member Hawaiian Civic
Clubs. The Board of Directors may further specify required
qualifications for attendance and may limit the number of those
attending.
All contracts, notes or other evidences of indebtedness and leases
of space for the Association shall be signed by such officer or
officers or such other person or persons as the Board of Directors
may from time to time designate.
All policies and procedures of the Association shall be codified and
maintained by the Policy and Planning Committee
Conflict of Interest Statement. The rights of board members and
committee members shall be limited as provided in the Conflict of
Interest Policy adopted by the Board of Directors.
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ART. ## - LIABILITY AND
INDEMNIFICATION OF
OFFICERS, DIRECTORS,
EMPLOYEES, VOLUNTEERS
AND AGENTS

Section 1 - No Liability to the Association. No director, officer,
employee, volunteer or other agent of the Association and no person
serving at the request of the Association as a director, officer,
employee, volunteer, or other agent of another corporation,
partnership, joint venture, trust or other enterprise and no heir, or
personal representative of any such person shall be liable to the
Association for any loss or damage suffered by the Association on
account of an action or omission by such person as a director, officer,
employee, volunteer or other agent if such person acted in good faith
and in a manner reasonably believed to be in or not opposed to the
best interests of the Association, unless with respect to an action or
suit by or in the right of the Association to procure a judgment in its
favor, such person shall have been adjudged to be liable for
negligence or misconduct in the performance of his/her duty to the
Association.
Section 2. - Indemnity.
a. The Association shall indemnify each person who was or is a
party or is threatened to be made a party to any threatened,
pending or completed action, suit or proceeding, whether
civil, criminal, administrative or investigative (other than an
action by or in the right of the Association) by reason of the
fact that he/she is or was a director, officer, employee,
volunteer or other agent of the Association nor is or was
serving at the request of the Association as a director, officer,
employee, volunteer or other agent of another corporation,
partnership, joint venture, trust or other enterprise, against
expenses (including, without limitation, attorneys' fees),
judgments, fines and amounts paid in settlement actually and
reasonably incurred by him in connection with such action,
suit or proceeding if he/she acted in good faith and in a
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manner he/she reasonably believed to be in or not opposed
to the best interest of the Association, or, with respect to any
criminal action or proceeding, had no reasonable cause to
believe his/her conduct was unlawful. The termination of
any action, suit or proceeding by judgment, order, settlement,
conviction or upon a plea of nolo contendere or its equivalent
shall not, of itself, create a presumption that the person did
not act in good faith and in a manner which he/she
reasonably believed to be in or not opposed to the best
interests of the Association, with respect to any criminal
action or proceeding, had reasonable cause to believe that
his/her conduct was unlawful.
b. The Association shall indemnify each person who was or is a
party or is threatened to be made a party to any threatened,
pending or completed action or suit by or in the right of the
Association to procure a judgment in its favor by reason of
fact that he/she is or was a director, officer, employee,
volunteer or other agent of the Association, or is or was
serving at the request of the Association as a director, officer,
employee, volunteer or other agent of another corporation,
partnership, joint venture, trust or other enterprise against
expenses (including without limitation, attorneys' fees)
actually and reasonably incurred by him/her in connection
with the defense or settlement of such action or suit if he/she
acted in good faith and in a manner reasonably believed to be
in or not opposed to the best interests of the Association,
except that no indemnification shall be made in respect to any
claim, issue or matter as to which such person shall have
been adjudged to be liable for negligence or misconduct in the
performance of his/her duty to the Association unless any
and only to the extent that the court in which such action or
suit was brought or any other court having jurisdiction in the
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premises shall determine upon application, that despite the
adjudication of liability but in view of all the circumstances of
the case, such person is fairly and reasonably entitled to
indemnity for such expenses which such court shall deem
proper.
c. To the extent that the director, officer, employee, volunteer or
other agent of the Association for a person serving at the
request of the Association as a director, officer, employee,
volunteer or other agent of another corporation, partnership,
joint venture, trust or other enterprise, has been successful
on the merits or otherwise in defense of any action, suit or
proceeding referred to in Subparagraphs (a) and (b) of this
Section, or in defense of any claim, issue or matter therein,
he/she shall be indemnified against expenses (including,
without limitation, attorneys, fees) actually and reasonably
incurred by him in connection therewith.
d. Any indemnification under subparagraph (a) or (b) of this
Section (unless ordered by a court) shall be made by the
Association only as authorized in the specific case upon a
determination that indemnification of the director, officer,
employee, volunteer or other agent is proper in the
circumstances because he/she has met the applicable
standard of conduct set forth in subparagraphs (a) and (b).
Such determination may be made:
1) by the board of directors by a majority vote of a quorum
consisting of directors who were not parties to such action,
suit or proceeding; or
2) if such a quorum is not obtainable or, even if obtainable
and a quorum of disinterested directors so directs, by
independent legal counsel in a written opinion to the
Association; or
3) by the court in which such proceeding is or was pending
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upon application made by the Association for the agent or
the attorney or other person rendering services in
connection with the defense, whether or not such
application by the agent, attorney or other person is
opposed by the Association.
e. Expenses incurred in defending a civil or criminal action, suit
or proceeding may be paid by the Association in advance of
the final disposition of such action, suit or proceeding as
authorized by the board of directors in a particular case upon
receipt of an undertaking by or on behalf of the director,
officer, employee, volunteer or other agent to repay such
amount unless it shall ultimately be determined that he/she
is entitled to be indemnified by the Association as authorized
by this Section.
f. Any indemnification provided by this Section shall not be
deemed exclusive of any other rights to which those
indemnified may be entitled and shall continue as to a person
who has ceased to be a director, officer, employee, volunteer
or other agent and shall inure to the benefit of the heirs and
personal representatives of any such person.
The Association shall have the power to purchase and maintain
insurance on behalf of any person who is or was a director, officer,
employee, volunteer or other agent of the Association nor is or was
serving at the request of the Association as a director, officer,
employee, volunteer or other agent of another corporation,
partnership, joint venture, trust or other enterprise, against any
liability asserted against him and incurred by him in any such
capacity or arising out of his/her status as such, whether or not the
Association would have the power to indemnify him against such
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liability under the provisions of this Section.
ART. 33 – IMPOSSIBILITY
PROVISIONS

In the event of an emergency, such as, but not limited to a natural
disaster, a virus, or government restrictions, such provisions of these
Bylaws, as determined necessary, may be suspended by the Board of
Directors at a regular or special meeting. Any suspension under this
provision must describe a compelling interest for the suspension and
include specific dates when the suspension begins and ends.
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IV. AMENDMENTS THAT OFFER COLLABORATION OPPORTUNITIES
CONSTITUTION
COMMENTS
Art. V, Sec. 1& 2 Membership
(Alternative)

[Kalihi-Palama]
Section 1. Membership to the AHCC is open to all,
whether Hawaiian or not. This provision sets forth
criteria for membership.
 PKHCC not comfortable with section 1 as
stated.

Consensus point: Not likely to Support.
Art. V, Sec. 1& 2 Membership
(Alternative)

Kalihi-Palama
Section 1. Membership to the AHCC is open to all,
whether Hawaiian or not. This provision sets forth
criteria for membership. [Author is reconsidering
their submission]
Poll: 3-2-1
Consensus point: 50/50 More Likely to Support.

Art. V, Sec. 1 Membership
(Alternative)

[PKHCC]
 Kuini: support with the change of “located”
to “chartered”
PKHCC supports suggested change

Consensus point: Likely to Support
Art. V, Sec. 1 Membership
(Alternative)

[PKHCC]
Poll: 5-1-0
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Consensus point: Likely to Support

ART. VI, Sec. 6 (Alternate)

ALTERNATE Version of Article VI, Section 6
Section 6 – Qualifications
In order to serve as an officer, director or staff to
the Board of this Association, a person must be a
member in good standing of a member club. The
Pelekikena of the Association shall be of
Hawaiian ancestry. The Hope Pelekikena Mua
shall be of Hawaiian ancestry.

COMMENTS

ALTERNATE Version of Article VI, Section 6
Section 6 – Qualifications
In order to serve as an officer, director or staff to
the Board of this Association, a person must be a
member in good standing of a member club. The
Pelekikena of the Association shall be of
Hawaiian ancestry. All members of the Board of
Directors must be a member in good standing of
a member Hawaiian Civic Club. The President,
First Vice President, and Second Vice President
of the Association shall be of Native Hawaiian
ancestry.
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IV. AMENDMENTS THAT OFFER COLLABORATION OPPORTUNITIES
BYLAWS

COMMENTS
Article VI, Section 4
Article VI, Section 4

Article VI, Section 4
ALTERNATE
Article VI, Section 4
ALTERNATE

Article VI, Section 4
ALTERNATE
Article VI, Section 4
ALTERNATE

P&P (Installation)
Installation before end of convention. (Defer to PKHCC)
P&P (Installation)
Poll: 6-0-1
Consensus: Likely to Support
PKHCC
Take place “at time and place, whether in person or remotely, which allows
the ceremony….”
PKHCC
Poll: 7-0-1
Consensus: Likely to Support
Kalihi-Palama
“or any other appropriate time as determined by the BOD…”
Kalihi-Palama
“or any other appropriate time as determined by the BOD…”
No poll
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V. AMENDMENTS WITH DIFFERENCES OF OPINIONS
BETWEEN IN-PERSON & VIRTUAL CONSENSUS POLLING
CONSTITUTION
COMMENTS
Art. 1, Sec. 3 Principal Office

Section: Addition of Regional Offices [Maui Council]
 Maunalua-the aina is here and those away are always
welcome
 Kauai-remember that we can choose to keep as is
 Maunalua-add in “and also as a”; regional offices not
necessary; “as is” is best;
 PKHCC kako`o
 PKHCC add in “Articles of Incorporation”
 Honolulu-constitution is enough, the rest clutters things up
Mana`o from Maui C: in alignment with international name if that
amended title is adopted

Consensus point: Not likely to support
Art. 1, Sec. 3 Principal Office
(Virtual)

Section: Addition of Regional Offices [Maui Council]
Poll: 5 – 4 - 2
Consensus Point: 50/50 Likely to Support/Not Likely to Support

Art. 1, Sec. 4 (New) Jurisdiction

Section 4 (New) Jurisdiction [LVHCC]
 Stay under council for growth; Kuini kako`o
 Ask LVHCC for answer to what is jurisdiction

Consensus point: Not likely to support
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Art. 1, Sec. 4 (New) Jurisdiction
(Virtual)

Section 4 (New) Jurisdiction [LVHCC]
 Kauahi Anaina: Jurisdiction issue for AHCC if this
name adopted
 KAHA: combine secs 4 & 5 together – help jurisdiction
issue
Poll: 6-1-1
Consensus Point: Likely to Support

Art. 2, Sec. 1 Purpose &
Objectives

Section: Goals and Objectives [P&P]
 Kuini & Kohala- Support original language, offer add’l
amendments; goals should be moved to strategic plan; Just
want simple purpose clause.
 Kuini: should not be heavy verbiage
 PKHCC: KISS- Purpose, Mission, Vision section rather
than what is currently stated; short & simple, move and use
suggested language in strategic plan
 Kalihi-Palama: will revisit to see how their mana`o can be
added. Incorporate intent for which Kuhio founded civic
clubs found in [ Goal #4(b) and Goal #4(c) (e)]

Art. 2, Sec. 1 Purpose & Objectives

Consensus point: Not likely to support
Art. 2, Sec. 1 Purpose &
Objectives (Virtual)

Section: Goals and Objectives [P&P] [Authors plan to withdraw
to place in policy]






KAHA: Place language in Preamble or Articles of
Incorp.
Kauahi Anaina: prefer short purpose statement; goals
should not be in constitution
NOTE: Separate polls taken that addressed submissions
from other authors that were
incorporated into the P&P submission:
P&P - Create Purpose statement: 8-0-0 [Likely to
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support]
P&P- Goals & Obj format placed elsewhere: 5-0-0
[Likely to support]
Kalihi-Palama additions: 5-0-0 [Likely to support]
LVHCC additions: 6-0-1 [Likely to support]
PKHCC suggested deletion: 3-2-1 [50/50]

Art. 2, Sec. 1 Purpose &
Objectives
Art. 2, Sec. 1 Purpose &
Objectives

Section: Purpose and Objectives Delete section “a” [Maui C]
 PKHCC: do not want to see subsection “a” deleted as it
should be there; support adding in this section
Maui Council: okay with leaving subsection “a” in

(Alternative Version to Sec. 1)

Consensus point: 50-50 on likely to support and unsure

Art. 2, Sec. 1 Purpose &
Objectives

Section: Purpose and Objectives Delete section “a” [Maui C]
Poll: 4-0-3
Consensus Point: Likely to Support

(Alternative Version to Sec. 1)
Art. 3, Sec. 2

Maui Council
a. The ʻAhahui Sīwila Hawaiʻi Board of Directors shall
include representation, at minimum, of three nonOʻahu council/club members.

Art. 3, Sec. 2; c (New)
‘Ahahui Siwila Hawai`i

[Maui Council]


KAHA: Points good but better in MOU/MOA, not in
Constitution doc of Assn
Poll: 0-6-0
Consensus Point: Not Likely to Support
Art. 4 Prohibitions

Title Change: Prohibitions and Sanctions [P&P]


No discussion on title change
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Art. 4 Prohibitions

Title Change: Prohibitions and Sanctions [P&P]
Poll: 7-0-0Consensus Point: Likely to Support

Art. 4, Sec. 1 Prohibitions

Sec. 1 Prohibitions [Waimea HCC]
 Waimea: change language to reflect federal language:
promoting social welfare.

Consensus point: Not likely to support.
Art. 4, Sec. 1 Prohibitions

Sec. 1 Prohibitions [Waimea HCC]
 Kauwahi Anaina: (?) Is this a collective decision; who
decides who is endorsed
 KAHA: Need procedures so application is fair
 Poll: 5-3-0

Consensus point: 50/50 Likely to Support/Not Likely to
Support.
Art. 4, Sec. 1 Prohibitions
(Alternative)

Sec. 1 Prohibitions [PKHCC]
 Waimea kakoʻo with authors
 Concerns from Koʻolaupoko (not in favor) did not want to
take sides if multiple members were involved
 Kalihi-Palama in endorsing (mixed views)
 Kaiulani- provide education would be good
 Maunalua- endorse the issue not the candidates

Consensus point: Likely to Support
Art. 4, Sec. 1 Prohibitions
(Alternative)

Sec. 1 Prohibitions [PKHCC]
 KAHA: (?) why limit ability of Assn as it is a (c)4;
author responded that language codifies current practice
if that is what the Assn chooses to do (we already do this,
just getting it down in the Constitution)
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Poll: 6-1-1

Consensus point: Likely to Support.
Art. 4, Sec. 2 Political
Aspirations
Art. 4, Sec. 2 Political
Aspirations

[P & P]

Consensus point: Not likely to Support.
[P & P]

Poll: 3-0-1
Consensus: Likely to Support

Art. 4, Sec. 2 Political
Aspirations

Deletion of Sec. 2. [PKHCC]

Consensus point: Not likely to Support.
Prefer to keep original language.

Consensus point: Likely to Support
Art. 4, Sec. 2 Political
Aspirations

Art. 4, Sec. 3 (New) Sanctions

Deletion of Sec. 2. [PKHCC]
Prefer to keep original language.
Poll: 3-2-1
Consensus Point: 50/50 Likely to Support/Not Likely to Support
Sec. 3 (New) Sanctions [P & P]
 Kuini: better define it further maybe put somewhere else
 PKHCC: need more specificity; who is this impacting;
Princess Ruth agrees.

Consensus point: Not likely to Support.
Art. 4, Sec. 3 (New) Sanctions

Art. 5, Sec. 1&2 Membership

Sec. 3 (New) Sanctions [P & P]
Poll: 7-0-0
Consensus point: Likely to Support
[P & P]
Two sections. As to both parts,

Consensus point: Not likely to Support.
Art. 5, Sec. 1&2 Membership

[P & P]
Poll: 4-1-0
Consensus point: Likely to Support
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Art. 5, Sec. 1& 2 Membership
(Alternative)

[Kalihi-Palama]
Section 1. Membership to the AHCC is open to all, whether
Hawaiian or not. This provision sets forth criteria for membership.
 PKHCC not comfortable with section 1 as stated.

Also found in Collaborative
Opportunities Section.

Consensus point: Not likely to Support.
Art. 5, Sec. 1& 2 Membership
(Alternative)

Art. 5, Sec. 1 Membership
(Alternative)

Kalihi-Palama
Section 1. Membership to the AHCC is open to all, whether
Hawaiian or not. This provision sets forth criteria for membership.
[Author is reconsidering their submission]
Poll: 3-2-1
Consensus point: 50/50 More Likely to Support
[PKHCC]
 Kuini: support with the change of “located” to “chartered”

Also found in Collaborative
Opportunities Section.

Also found in Collaborative
Opportunities Section.

PKHCC supports suggested change

Consensus point: Likely to Support
Art. 5, Sec. 1 Membership
(Alternative)

Art. 7, Sec. 2 Membership

[PKHCC]
Poll: 5-1-0

Also found in Collaborative
Opportunities Section.

Consensus point: Likely to Support
[Kalihi-Palama]
Add on Sec. b & c
 Kohala-25 for membership may be difficult to maintain
living in current culture
 Waimea-chartering with 25 NH yes, but not in maintenance
of 25 NH no
 Princess Ruth-support 25 for both
 Kaiulani-do not agree with age under 18 as there may be
legal ramifications
 Kuini-in support of Kalihi Palama’s suggestion except in
regards to “shall not be voting members” be more specific to
the House of Delegates
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Consensus points:
Native Hawaiian for membership: Likely to Support
16 & older: Likely to Support
Maintain 25 NH membership to keep charter: 50/50 split- Likely

to Support/ Not Likely toSupport
Keiki to 15 counted as members: Likely to Support
Art. 7, Sec. 2 Membership

Art. 9, Sec. 1 Amendments

[Kalihi-Palama]
Add on Sec. b & C
Polled re: Change concepts in subsections b & c:
 Members 16 years or older 5-0-0
Likely to Support
 House of Delegates include 16 yrs & older w/ voting rights
3-3-0
50/50 split
 New charter club roster includes 25 Native Hawns 3-4-0
50/50 split more “-“
 Club must maintain 25 Native Hawns to keep charter 1-4-1
Not likely to support
 Language of 25 Native Hawns should be in our constitution
3-2-1
50/50/split
[P & P]
 Kalihi-Palama - Suggest just using Section 1 and move rest
to bylaws.

Consensus point: Not likely to Support

Art. 9 (Alternate Version)

[P & P] Increase time from 60 days to 90 days.
No questions.
Poll: 6-0-0
Consensus point: Likely to support
[LVHCC]

(Omitted from distribution but
included here).

New Section Creates Constitution amendment document that
tracks legislative history for amendments

Art. 9, Sec. 1 Amendments

Consensus point: Not likely to Support
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Art. 9 (Alternate Version)
(Omitted from distribution but
included here).

Art. 9, Sec. 1 (Alternate
Version)

[LVHCC]
New Section Creates Constitution amendment document that
tracks legislative history for amendments
Poll: 3-2-1
Consensus point: Likely to support
[PKHCC]

Consensus point: Likely to Support
Concern: Revisit the language on the 9/10 vote when no notice
given of amendment.

V. AMENDMENTS WITH DIFFERENCES OF OPINIONS
BETWEEN IN-PERSON & VIRTUAL CONSENSUS POLLING
BYLAWS
COMMENTS
Art. I, Sec. 4 (new sec. 7)

Art. I, Sec. 4 (new sec. 7)

Election of Officers, Term of Office. (Staggered Terms)
Maui Council: More discussion needed. Maui Council
offering to kokua.
No polling.
Election of Officers, Term of Office. (Staggered Terms)
[Maui Council]
** Poll was taken on the concept of implementing an
election process that created staggered terms.
Poll: 2-6-0
Consensus: Not Likely to Support
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New Art. II, Sec. 5
Other Vacancies

Maui Council

New Art. II, Sec. 5
Other Vacancies

New Art. II, Sec. 5
Other Vacancies

Maui Council
 KAHA: clarification needed as to what other
vacancies are being addressed; rationale states
“officers” but previous sections address their
vacancy; do not see why this is needed
Poll: 1-1-6
Consensus: Not Likely to Support

New Art. II, Sec. 5
Other Vacancies

Art. IV (new)

Advisory Council
Maui Council
Prince Kuhio: Extend to kupuna council. Flexibility to also
include opio.
Honolulu: Consider it being an ad hoc committee rather
than standing committee. Is this another layer?

Art. IV (new)

Art. IV (new)

Consensus: Support idea of Advisory council in general?
Yes. Not likely? 50:50
May need to massage to address concerns or figure another
way to implement.
Advisory Council
Maui Council
 Kauahi Anaina: difference b/t Na Honua and
advisory council. Same thing.
 KADLKHCC (WS): clarify whether it might be
temporary or topic-specific council. Would prefer
to see such a council convened for topic specific
counsel as needed; more of an ad hoc committee
than established advisory council
Poll: 1-4-2
Consensus: Not Likely to Support

Art. IV (new)
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Art. V, Sec. 4 (new) Pu`uku

P & P: No need bond b/c other safeguards in place
PKHCC – delete c.
Add d & f language. No objection to that.

P & P: delete “c”. No need bond b/c other safeguards
in place
Poll: 7-0-1
Consensus: Likely to Support
PKHCC
 KLADLK (WS): this language says “& auditors”:
Bd has authority to get an audit but new language
says annual CPA audit
Changes in sec. “d”
Poll: 8-0-0
Consensus: Likely to Support
Maui Council Para. i
i. annual audit w/ report to bd. CPA audit. Bylaws already
allow audits. Funding issue because too expensive.
Discussed internal audits.
Poll: Yes. Likely to support.
j. like this language (file all required docs on time)
Consensus: Regular reviews: Yes.
Maui Council
 Ke Aloha Aina- may be cost prohibitive
annually; perhaps each term or every 5 yrs
Poll: 0-4-4
Consensus: 50/50 Not Likely to Support & Unsure
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Kuini
j. File taxes and required forms. Already have provision for
this.
Poll: should be part of regular duties: Few.
Perhaps should be in policy manual.
Suggest internal audit prior to close of term.
Kuini
j. File taxes and required forms.
Poll: 7-0-0
Consensus: Likely to Support
Art. V, Sec. 6
Corresponding Secretary
Kākau `Ōlelo Hope

Kuini
Added: in absence or inability, Hope will take place.
Do Ka Nūhou also.
PKHCC: job descriptions belong in policy manuals
Consensus: Not likely to support this.
Need to look at this as there was a Not likely to support
secretaries as elected positions.
Kuini
No questions/comments
Poll is specific to inclusion of subsections b & c

Art. V, Sec. 6
Corresponding Secretary
Kākau `Ōlelo Hope

Poll: 7 – 0 – 1

Consensus: Likely to Support
LARGER CONCEPT POLLING:
Election of Secretaries
 Recording Secretary:

2-5-1 Consensus: Not Likely to Support
1-5-2 Consensus: Not Likely to Support

 Corresponding Secretary:
Art. IX., Sec. 2
CC Criteria

Kuini
Newly-chartered club, no per capita from prior convention,
can participate at convention using same formula
g. not discussed

Election of Secretaries
 Recording Secretary:


Corresponding Secretary:

Art. IX., Sec. 2
CC Criteria
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Kuini
Kauwahi Anaina: is this necessary since concons are
every 10 yrs.
Ka Ha Panoa: could be placed in policy manual not
bylaws
Poll re: addition of sec. g: 3-6-0
Consensus: Not Likely to Support
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VI. AMENDMENTS THAT APPEAR TO NEED MORE WORK
CONSTITUTION
Art. 1, Sec. 3 Principal Office

Section: Addition of Regional Offices [Maui Council]
 Maunalua-the aina is here and those away are always welcome
 Kauai-remember that we can choose to keep as is
 Maunalua-add in “and also as a”; regional offices not necessary; “as is” is best;
 PKHCC kako`o
 PKHCC add in “Articles of Incorporation”
 Honolulu-constitution is enough, the rest clutters things up
Mana`o from Maui C: in alignment with international name if that amended title is adopted

Consensus point: Not likely to support
Art. 1, Sec. 3 Principal Office (Virtual)

Section: Addition of Regional Offices [Maui Council]
Poll: 5 – 4 - 2
Consensus Point: 50/50 Likely to Support/Not Likely to Support

Art. 1, Sec. 4 (New) Jurisdiction

Section 4 (New) Jurisdiction [LVHCC]
 Stay under council for growth; Kuini kako`o
 Ask LVHCC for answer to what is jurisdiction

Consensus point: Not likely to support
Art. 1, Sec. 4 (New) Jurisdiction
(Virtual)

Section 4 (New) Jurisdiction [LVHCC]
 Kauahi Anaina: Jurisdiction issue for AHCC if this name adopted
 KAHA: combine secs 4 & 5 together – help jurisdiction issue
Poll: 6-1-1
Consensus Point: Likely to Support
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Art. 4, Sec. 1 Prohibitions

Sec. 1 Prohibitions [Waimea HCC]
 Waimea: change language to reflect federal language: promoting social welfare.

Consensus point: Not likely to support.
Art. 4, Sec. 1 Prohibitions

Sec. 1




Prohibitions [Waimea HCC]
Kauwahi Anaina: (?) Is this a collective decision; who decides who is endorsed
KAHA: Need procedures so application is fair
Poll: 5-3-0

Consensus point: 50/50 Likely to Support/Not Likely to Support.
Art. 4, Sec. 1 Prohibitions
(Alternative)

Sec. 1 Prohibitions [PKHCC]
 Waimea kakoʻo with authors
 Concerns from Koʻolaupoko (not in favor) did not want to take sides if multiple members were
involved
 Kalihi-Palama in endorsing (mixed views)
 Kaiulani- provide education would be good
 Maunalua- endorse the issue not the candidates

Consensus point: Likely to Support
Art. 4, Sec. 1 Prohibitions
(Alternative)

Sec. 1 Prohibitions [PKHCC]
 KAHA: (?) why limit ability of Assn as it is a (c)4; author responded that language codifies
current practice if that is what the Assn chooses to do (we already do this, just getting it down
in the Constitution)
Poll: 6-1-1

Consensus point: Likely to Support.
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VI. AMENDMENTS THAT APPEAR TO NEED MORE DISCUSSION/WORK
BYLAWS
Art. I, (NEW Sec. 6)

Ka Nu`ukeha (President Emeritus)
Hawaiian Title: tbd
Kuini:
Consensus: kind of split but more on the positive side

Art. I, (NEW Sec. 6)

Ka Nu`ukeha (President Emeritus)
Hawaiian Title: to Hui `Ōlelo
[Kuini]
 KADLKHCC (WS)- are there rights attached like ex-officio status, voting rights??
 P&P indicated that from previous explanation it is an honorary title and as stated proposed
via resolution rather than occurring automatically
 Ke Aloha Aina – Hawaiian language group would like to have more info on “intent” here
and in other areas for translation to be appropriate; for example, honorary, no specified role
or position; same consideration for other areas
 Kauwahi Anaina: why is this necessary?
Poll: 5-1-2
Consensus: Likely to Support

Art. I, (new sec. 9)

Art. I, (new sec. 9)

Removal
Staggered terms would create conflict with elections and concon
Start the discussion re duties/resp & process.
Explore more to flesh out.
In favor of removal language? Some
More work to do? Yes
[Maui Council]
Removal
Strong language. No recollection that this has happened in the past.
[Maui Council]
 Ka Ha I Ka Panoa O Kaleponi: 2/3 vote unclear as to who are you looking at; is it 2/3 of the
membership (per capita) or 2/3 of the delegates (registered) at convention; these are
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different. Should be in policy manual for BOD to hand
 Ke Aloha `aina: has this ever been done; is it necessary here in bylaws?
 Kauwahi Anaina: Need more detail for requirements/process.
 Wakinekona: requires more clarity & detail
Two polls take: one for concept of having a removal section: 2-2-4
And second one as to the proposed language: 1-3-4
Consensus: Not Likely to Support
Art.VI, Sec. 2 Admin & Program
Committees-General
ALTERNATE

Art.VI, Sec. 2 Admin & Program
Committees-General
ALTERNATE

Maui Council
Grouping committees by category:
1. could change how committees are currently separated
2. intent: offer pathway to collaborate with each other in cluster
3. grouping similar to the way that indigenous groups do it. They have direct interaction with
Congress.
Maui Council
Grouping committees by category:
 KADLKHCC (WS): How does grouping by sectors/categories affect current
Admin/Program reporting?
Poll: 1-2-4
Consensus: Unsure about support
New Para. c relates to Finance Committee descriptor
Poll: 6-0-2
Consensus: Likely to Support

Art. VI, Sec. 2 current
ALTERNATE

Kalihi-Palama
Subcommittees on Self-Determination & Governance

Art. VI, Sec. 2 current
ALTERNATE

Kalihi-Palama
Identify new subcommittees, Self-Determination & Governance
Poll: 0-6-1
Should we include both subcommittees?
Consensus: Not Likely to Support
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Art. IX, Sec. 1
Issuing Charters

LVHCC not discussed

LVHCC
Expanded support by establishing a minimum “floor” --- where clubs have lost lots of
members and members are in different communities. Want to get opio and new members.
Harder to fill the requirement.
Ke Aloha Aina: keep original language. Perhaps smaller % for smaller clubs (for Art. 7, Sec.
2) to maintain the charter? No feedback.
Wakinekona: Have majority of 25 new members be NH.
Martha Ross: supports “majority” of new members be NH
Is there an impact to Constitution, art. 7?
Consensus:
 25 min good to start new club? 8-0-0 Likely to Support
 10 min for NH: 1-4-2 Not Likely to Support
 Keep original language: 5-3-0 Likely to Support
Art. IX., Sec. 2
CC Criteria

Kuini
Newly-chartered club, no per capita from prior convention, can participate at convention using same
formula
g. not discussed
Kuini
Kauwahi Anaina: is this necessary since concons are every 10 yrs.
Ka Ha Panoa: could be placed in policy manual not bylaws
Poll re: addition of sec. g: 3-6-0
Consensus: Not Likely to Support
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VII. AMENDMENTS INTENDED TO BE WITHDRAWN (OR DELETED)
CONSTITUTION

COMMENTS
Art. 2, Sec. 1 Purpose &
Objectives

Section: Goals and Objectives [P&P]
 Kuini & Kohala- Support original language, offer add’l amendments; goals
should be moved to strategic plan; Just want simple purpose clause.
 Kuini: should not be heavy verbiage
 PKHCC: KISS- Purpose, Mission, Vision section rather than what is
currently stated; short & simple, move and use suggested language in
strategic plan
 Kalihi-Palama: will revisit to see how their mana`o can be added.
Incorporate intent for which Kuhio founded civic clubs found in [ Goal
#4(b) and Goal #4(c) (e)]

Art. 2, Sec. 1 Purpose &
Objectives

Consensus point: Not likely to support
Art. 2, Sec. 1 Purpose &
Objectives (Virtual)

Section: Goals and Objectives [P&P] [Authors plan to withdraw to place in
policy]



KAHA: Place language in Preamble or Articles of Incorp
Kauahi Anaina: prefer short purpose statement; goals should not be in
constitution



NOTE: Separate polls taken that addressed submissions from other
authors that were
incorporated into the P&P submission:
P&P - Create Purpose statement: 8-0-0 [Likely to support]
P&P- Goals & Obj format placed elsewhere: 5-0-0 [Likely to support]
Kalihi-Palama additions: 5-0-0 [Likely to support]
LVHCC additions: 6-0-1 [Likely to support]
PKHCC suggested deletion: 3-2-1 [50/50]








Art. 2, Sec. 1 Purpose &
Objectives (Virtual)
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Art. 7, Sec. 5 Assn BOD

Art. 7, Sec. 5 Assn BOD

Standardized Hawaiian [PKHCC] Consensus on this but have hui of `ōlelo
speakers to do this.

Art. 7, Sec. 5 Assn BOD

Add: 3rd Vice President [Kuini Piolani] Will withdraw but supports Maui Council’s
version.
Standardized Hawaiian [PKHCC]
Art. 7, Sec. 5 Assn BOD
Add: 3rd Vice President [Kuini Piolani]

VII. AMENDMENTS TO BE WITHDRAWN (OR DELETED) BY AUTHORS

BYLAWS
COMMENTS
Art. I, Sec. 1(Alternate)
Election of Officers
Art. II Vacancies, How
Filled
Art. II, Sec. 2
(Alternate)
Art. II Vacancies, How
Filled
Art. II, Sec. 2
(Alternate)
Art. III, Sec. 1
BOD Duties

Kuini Piolani Author to withdraws its version but supports Maui Council’s language
Hope Pelekikena Mua
[PKHCC] - Section 1 incorporated the language of original section 2 and made it
a part of section 1.
Deletion
Hope Pelekikena Mua
[PKHCC]
Deletion
Maui Council intends to withdraw. New Art. 3, Sec. 1
New h. P&P language. No questions.
Maui Council: duties of loyalty, etc. Intend to move to policy

Art. IV, Sec. 2

Para. i: anticipates having staff so talks about future duties. No comments
Para j. no questions
Maui Council
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Duties of Executive
Committee
Art. V, Sec. 3 VP `Elua
Art. V, Sec. 5
Board Staff
Art. X, Sec. 10
Resolutions
CURRENT Art. XIII,
Sec. 1
Amendments
(to be changed to Art.
XII, Sec. 1)
(NEW) Art. XIII, Sec. 1
-5
Amendments

“…and is subject to the direction and control of the full board.”
will be withdrawing this
Kuini Will withdraw this language.
Kuini Recording & Corresponding secretaries elected to BOD & having Board voting
rights.
P&P
To withdraw renaming of Association Executive Committee to “Steering Committee”
to be withdrawn
Kaiulani Author to withdraw language that is parenthetical:
(For exception, when a Constitutional Convention is ordered see Article XIV of the
By-laws)
Kaiulani Author will withdraw the entire proposed article.
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VIII. “LIKELY TO SUPPORT” AMENDMENTS
CONSTITUTION

Art. 4 Prohibitions

Title Change: Prohibitions and Sanctions [P&P]


Art. 4 Prohibitions

COMMENTS

No discussion on title change

Title Change: Prohibitions and Sanctions [P&P]
Poll: 7-0-0Consensus Point: Likely to Support

Art. 4, Sec. 1 Prohibitions
(Alternative)

Sec. 1 Prohibitions [PKHCC]
 Waimea kakoʻo with authors
 Concerns from Koʻolaupoko (not in favor) did not want to take sides if
multiple members were involved
 Kalihi-Palama in endorsing (mixed views)
 Kaiulani- provide education would be good
 Maunalua- endorse the issue not the candidates

Consensus point: Likely to Support
Art. 4, Sec. 1 Prohibitions
(Alternative)

Sec. 1 Prohibitions [PKHCC]
 KAHA: (?) why limit ability of Assn as it is a (c)4; author responded
that language codifies current practice if that is what the Assn chooses
to do (we already do this, just getting it down in the Constitution)
Poll: 6-1-1

Consensus point: Likely to Support.
Art. 5, Sec. 1 Membership
(Alternative)

[PKHCC]
 Kuini: support with the change of “located” to “chartered”
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PKHCC supports suggested change

Consensus point: Likely to Support
Art. 5, Sec. 1 Membership
(Alternative)

[PKHCC]
Poll: 5-1-0
Consensus point: Likely to Support

Art. 6, Sec. 3 Board Staff

[PKHCC]

Art. 6, Sec. 3 Board Staff

[PKHCC]
Poll: 8-0-0
Consensus point: Likely to Support

Art. 6, Sec. 4 Immediate
Past President / Iho Nei

[Waimea HCC]
Clarifies Iho Nei is not elected. Serves as advisor.

Art. 6, Sec. 4 Immediate
Past President / Iho Nei

[Waimea HCC] & LVHCC
Poll: 5-1-0
Consensus point: Likely to Support
[P & P]
 (a) Clarifies meaning of “member in good standing”
 (b) Hope Pelekikena Mua and Elua to be of Hawaiian ancestry to comply
with successorship as stated in Bylaws.
 © Eliminates potential conflict of interest for officers re: divided loyalties
between Assn-Club-Council.

Art. 6, Sec. 6(a), (b), (c)
Qualifications

Consensus point: Likely to Support
Art. 6, Sec. 6(a), (b), (c)
Qualifications

[P & P]
No questions/comments
Poll: 7-0-0 sec. c
Consensus point: Likely to Support
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POLL: LARGER
CONCEPTS

POLL: LARGER CONCEPTS

In Person:

Hawaiian Ancestry, Kanaka Maoli: Pelekikena- Likely to Support
Na Hope - Likely to Support
Puʻuku – Not likely to support
Staff – Not likely to support
Hawaiian Ancestry, Kanaka Maoli: Pelekikena- Likely to Support
Na Hope - Likely to Support
Puʻuku – Not likely to support
Staff – Not likely to support
[PKHCC]

Virtual:

Art. 7, New section # House
of Delegates

Consensus point: Likely to Support
Art. 7, New section # House
of Delegates

[PKHCC]
Poll: 5-0-0
Consensus Point: Likely to Support

Art. 7, Sec. 1 Organization

[PKHCC]
Don’t like the original “levels”
 KPHCC: Add clubs into org structure; PKHCC kakoʻo
 Koʻolaupoko: agree with House of Delegates first then BOD and Officers
Councils- prefer not to include Standing Committees

Consensus point: Likely to Support
Art. 7, Sec. 1 Organization

[PKHCC]
Poll: 4-1-0

Consensus point: Likely to Support.
Art. 7, New section # Board
of Directors

Board of Directors [PKHCC]
 Kalihi-Palama: Need to look at power given to BOD.
 Honolulu: Suggest deleting the last sentence and add in “in accordance
with the bylaws”
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Consensus point: Likely to Support
Art. 7, New section # Board
of Directors

Board of Directors [PKHCC]
Poll: 6-0-1

Consensus point: Likely to Support.
Art. 7, New section #
Committees

Committees [PKHCC]
Codified in the Constitution which has not been done before.
 People generally liked this.

Consensus point: Likely to Support
Art. 7, New section #
Committees

Committees [PKHCC]
Author: Codified in the Constitution which has not been done before.
Poll: 5-0-0

Consensus point: Likely to Support.
Art. 7, Sec. 2 Membership

[Kalihi-Palama]
Add on Sec. b & c
 Kohala-25 for membership may be difficult to maintain living in current
culture
 Waimea-chartering with 25 NH yes, but not in maintenance of 25 NH no
 Princess Ruth-support 25 for both
 Kaiulani-do not agree with age under 18 as there may be legal
ramifications
 Kuini-in support of Kalihi Palama’s suggestion except in regards to “shall
not be voting members” be more specific to the House of Delegates

Consensus points:
Native Hawaiian for membership: Likely to Support
16 & older: Likely to Support
Maintain 25 NH membership to keep charter: 50/50 split- Likely to Support/

Not Likely toSupport
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Keiki to 15 counted as members: Likely to Support
Art. 7, Sec. 2 Membership

[Kalihi-Palama]
Add on Sec. b & C
Polled re: Change concepts in subsections b & c:
 Members 16 years or older 5-0-0
Likely to Support
 House of Delegates include 16 yrs & older w/ voting rights 3-3-0
50/50 split
 New charter club roster includes 25 Native Hawns 3-4-0
50/50 split more “-“
 Club must maintain 25 Native Hawns to keep charter 1-4-1
likely to support
 Language of 25 Native Hawns should be in our constitution 3-2-1
50/50/split

Not

[PKHCC]

Art. 7, Sec. 2 Membership
(Alternative)

Consensus point: Likely to Support

Art. 7, Sec. 2 Membership
(Alternative)

[PKHCC] Delete existing language
Poll: 4-0-1

Consensus point: Likely to Support.
Art. 7, Sec. 3 Councils

[Kalihi-Palama & Ainahau]

Consensus point: Likely to Support
Art. 7, Sec. 3 Councils
Art. 7, Sec. 4 Councils

[Kalihi-Palama & Ainahau]
No questions/issues.
[P & P] [PKHCC]

Consensus point: Likely to Support
Art. 7, Sec. 4 Councils

[P & P] [PKHCC]
No questions/issues.
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General poll: 4-1-0
Subsection c Poll: 5-0-0
Art. 8 Per Capita

Art. 8 Per Capita

Art. 8 Per Capita
(Alternate Version)

Consensus point: Likely to Support
Consensus point: Likely to Support

Delete entire article and move to Bylaws.
No polling.
[LVHCC]
Delete entire article and move to Bylaws.
[LVHCC]
Poll: 6-1-0
Consensus point: Likely to Support
[PKHCC]
 Maunalua: does not agree with non-voting punishment
 Kuini: give a penalty assessment but allow them to vote if they pay and
are now in good standing
Add delinquency clause per group- Likely to Support
Support in part but concerns over other sections.

Art. 8 Per Capita
(Alternate Version)

[PKHCC]
Poll: 5-1-0

Art. 10

Consensus point: Likely to Support
[Board of Directors’ Retreat] Motto

Art. 10

General support
[Board of Directors’ Retreat] Motto
Poll: 6-1-0
Consensus point: Likely to Support

Art. # NEW

[Board of Directors’ Retreat] Mele

Art. # NEW

Like the idea but maybe not placed in the constitution.
[Board of Directors’ Retreat] Mele
Poll: 8-0-0
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Art. # NEW

Art. # NEW

Art. # NEW Emblem &
Mark.

Art. # NEW Emblem &
Mark.

Art. 11 Rules of Order, sec.
2

Art. 11 Rules of Order, sec.
2

Art. 12 (NEW)
Interpretation of
Constitution, Bylaws, &
Standing Rules
Art. 12 (NEW)
Interpretation of
Constitution, Bylaws, &
Standing Rules

Consensus point: Likely to Support
[Board of Directors’ Retreat]
Pua – generally like this
[Board of Directors’ Retreat] Pua
Poll: 7-0-0
Consensus point: Likely to Support
[Board of Directors’ Retreat].



Put it in a different document.
Kalihi-Palama: we already have an emblem and should be sufficient; no
need for pua

Should it be included? Generally yes
[Board of Directors’ Retreat]. Emblem/Mark
Poll: 8-0-0
Consensus point: Likely to Support
[LVHCC]
Add a new Section 2 Virtual Meetings
Move to Bylaws.
[LVHCC]
Add a new Section 2 Virtual Meetings
Poll: 7-1-1
Consensus point: Likely to support
[Kalihi Palama HCC]


PKHCC: Move to Bylaws.

[Kalihi Palama HCC]
Poll: 4-4-0
Consensus point: Likely to support
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Art. 13 NEW Impossibility

[Kalihi-Palama]
 PKHCC support.

Consensus point: Likely to Support
Art. 13 NEW Impossibility

[Kalihi-Palama]
Poll: 7-0-0
Consensus point: Likely to support

VIII. “LIKELY TO SUPPORT” AMENDMENTS
BYLAWS
COMMENTS
Art. I, Sec. 3 (NEW)

Art. I, Sec. 3 (NEW)

Art. I, Sec. 3

Method of Election
General Support.
Councils have autonomy re elections.
[P&P]
Method of Election
[P&P]
No questions.
Poll: 8-0-0
Consensus: Likely to Support
Pelekikena Iho Nei
[PKHCC]

Art. I, Sec. 3

Pelekikena Iho Nei
[PKHCC]
Poll: 7-0-1
Consensus: Likely to Support
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Art. I, Sec 3 (New 4)
Alternate

Not discussed
[LVHCC]

Art. I, Sec 3 (New 4)
Alternate

Iho Nei [LVHCC]
“be appointed” is incorrect language
 KAHA: okay with suggested language, except the first bullet which
implies that this is an “appointed” position rather than a successive
one – LVHCC kakoʻo and amenable to change
Poll: 6-0-1
Consensus: Likely to Support
Na Pelekikena Honua (Association Past President)
No discussion
[Kuini Piolani]

Art. I, Sec. 5 (NEW)

Art. I, Sec. 5 (NEW)

Na Pelekikena Honua (Association Past President)
[Kuini Piolani]
Poll: 7-0-1
Consensus: Likely to Support

Art. I, (NEW Sec. 6)

Ka Nu`ukeha (President Emeritus)
Hawaiian Title: tbd
Kuini:
Consensus: kind of split but more on the positive side

Art. I, (NEW Sec. 6)

Ka Nu`ukeha (President Emeritus)
Hawaiian Title: to Hui `Ōlelo
[Kuini]
 KADLKHCC (WS)- are there rights attached like ex-officio status, voting
rights??
 P&P indicated that from previous explanation it is an honorary title and as
stated proposed via resolution rather than occurring automatically
 Ke Aloha Aina – Hawaiian language group would like to have more info
on “intent” here and in other areas for translation to be appropriate; for
example, honorary, no specified role or position; same consideration for
other areas
 Kauwahi Anaina: why is this necessary?
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Poll: 5-1-2
Consensus: Likely to Support
Art. II Vacancies, How
Filled
Art. II, Sec. 1

Pelekikena
[PKHCC]
Succession process

Art. II Vacancies, How
Filled
Art. II, Sec. 1
(for Pelekikena)

Pelekikena
[PKHCC]
Succession process.
Poll: 7-0-0
Consensus: Likely to Support

Art. III, Sec. 3 NEW

Special Meetings
P&P
Kalihi-Palama: how may BOD members are needed for threshold number to
convene.
Language: “may request” vs. “shall” call the meeting. Word-smithing needed.
Set number required for mtg will happen.
PKHCC: Higher threshold of board members or given Pelekikena can determine if
issue will be taken up at next regular meeting. Special required. By quorum vote.
No poll taken.
Special Meetings
P&P
General Poll: 6-0-2
Consensus: Likely to Support

Art. III, Sec. 3 NEW

Art. V, Sec. 2 VP Mua

P&P (delete “oversight” language; add collaborative language)
P&P (delete “oversight” language; add collaborative language)
No questions
Poll: 8-0-0
Consensus: Likely to Support
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Art. V, Sec. 4 (new) Pu`uku

P & P: No need bond b/c other safeguards in place
PKHCC – delete c.
Add d & f language. No objection to that.
P & P: delete “c”. No need bond b/c other safeguards in place
Poll: 7-0-1
Consensus: Likely to Support
PKHCC
 KLADLK (WS): this language says “& auditors”: Bd has authority to get
an audit but new language says annual CPA audit
Changes in sec. “d”
Poll: 8-0-0
Consensus: Likely to Support
Maui Council Para. i
i. annual audit w/ report to bd. CPA audit. Bylaws already allow audits. Funding
issue because too expensive.
Discussed internal audits.
Poll: Yes. Likely to support.
j. like this language (file all required docs on time)
Consensus: Regular reviews: Yes.
Maui Council
 Ke Aloha Aina- may be cost prohibitive annually; perhaps each term
or every 5 yrs
Poll: 0-4-4
Consensus: 50/50 Not Likely to Support & Unsure
Kuini
j. File taxes and required forms. Already have provision for this.
Poll: should be part of regular duties: Few.
Perhaps should be in policy manual.
Suggest internal audit prior to close of term.
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Kuini
j. File taxes and required forms.
Poll: 7-0-0
Consensus: Likely to Support
Art. V, Sec. 6
Corresponding Secretary
Kākau `Ōlelo Hope

Poll is specific to keep existing language of subsections b & c
Poll: 7 – 0 – 1

Consensus: Likely to Support
Art. VI, Sec. 1 Committees

P&P
In general people were Likely not to support P & P changes.
c. Resos- Bills for an Act: (delete this language) include in Kuleana in reso
committee? Poll: Lots are unsure
Lots of work to be done on the process. Gov Rel takes reso & puts in Bill form
Honolulu: d. Finance.
Kuini: use internal review. Committee should not be in charge of internal review.
Change language to internal financial review.
Consensus Poll Like this as new language? Likely to support
g. Policy & Planning. Concern re original amendments. Clarifies that they have
the ability to do this along with everyone else.
l. Malama Ola. Consensus Poll Like changes. Likely to support.

Art. VI, Sec. 1 Committees

P&P
Selection of comm. Chairs No questions.
Poll: delete subcommittees from bylaws: 6-0-1
Consensus: Likely to support
Poll: Resolutions as standing committee: 7-0-0
Consensus: Likely to support.
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Art.VI, Sec. 2 Admin &
Program CommitteesGeneral

PKHCC – revised committee names
b & c no objections.
Are there job descriptions? In bylaws, name position & succession language keep
in bylaws. Move duties to policy (personnel) because not hired.

Art.VI, Sec. 2 Admin &
Program CommitteesGeneral

PKHCC – revised committee
g. addition to P&P descriptor
Poll: 8 – 0 – 1

Consensus: Likely to Support
Finance Committee language.
Sec. d No questions
Poll: 7-0-0
Consensus: Likely to Support
Policy & Planning: no questions/comments
Poll: 8-0-1
Consensus: Likely to Support
Komike Malama Ola clarifying changes:
Poll: 8-0-0
Consensus: Likely to support.
Art.VI, Sec. 2 Admin &
Program CommitteesGeneral
ALTERNATE

Art.VI, Sec. 2 Admin &
Program CommitteesGeneral
ALTERNATE

Maui Council
Grouping committees by category:
1. could change how committees are currently separated
2. intent: offer pathway to collaborate with each other in cluster
3. grouping similar to the way that indigenous groups do it. They have direct
interaction with Congress.
Maui Council
Grouping committees by category:
 KADLKHCC (WS): How does grouping by sectors/categories affect
current Admin/Program reporting?
Poll: 1-2-4
Consensus: Unsure about support
New Para. c relates to Finance Committee descriptor
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Poll: 6-0-2
Consensus: Likely to Support
Art. VI, Sec. 2 (NEW)
[different than current Sec.
2]

Kalihi-Palama
New section 2. Both prog or adm committees can be assigned resolutions if they
fall in their kuleana. Want to add this to bylaws? Poll: mostly yes.
Kalihi-Palama
Language: “shall” vs. “may” in this section. Select the appropriate term.

Art. VI, Sec. 2 (NEW)
[different than current Sec.
2]

Kalihi-Palama
No discussion
Poll: 7-0-0
Consensus: Likely to Support

Art. VI, Sec. 3
Committees-General

P & P Written quarterly report

Art. VI, Sec. 3
Committees-General

P&P- Written quarterly report
Poll: 6-0-1
Consensus: Likely to Support

Article VI, Section 4

P&P (Installation)
Installation before end of convention. (Defer to PKHCC)

Article VI, Section 4

P&P (Installation)
Poll: 6-0-1
Consensus: Likely to Support

Article VI, Section 4
ALTERNATE

PKHCC
Take place “at time and place, whether in person or remotely, which allows the
ceremony….”
PKHCC
Poll: 7-0-1
Consensus: Likely to Support

Article VI, Section 4
ALTERNATE
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Art. VII, Sec. 1
Council Duties

Adds g. & h. Compliance with fed and state law.
PKHCC
Adds g. & h. Compliance with fed and state law.
PKHCC
Poll: 7-0-0
Consensus: Likely to Support

Art. IX, Sec. 3
Suspension/Termination of
Charter

P&P
Majority of language to policy manual except authorization.

P&P
Majority of language to policy manual. Keep first sentence in bylaws identifying
authority of BOD to suspend or terminate a charter.
Poll: 8 -0-0
Consensus: Likely to support.
Art. IX, Sec. 4
Termination Process (of
Charter)

Art. IX, Sec.5
Termination Process

P&P
Majority of language to policy manual except authorization.
P&P
Move entire section to policy manual because it describes procedure.
Poll: 7-0-0
Consensus: Likely to support
P & P Renumbered if secs. 3-5 are moved to policy manual
P&P
Agree with deletion & move to policy manual
Poll: 9-0-0 Move to policy manual
Consensus: Likely to support

Art. X, Sec. 1
Conventions Date, Time,
Place, Location

Art. X was amended in January
Sec. 1 Maui Council: Determination of need for virtual convention
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Addition of subsection “d”: Maui Council: Determination of need for virtual
convention
Poll: 7-1-0
Consensus: Likely to support
Art. X, Sec. 5
Voting in Committee

P & P: clarifies each club has one designated voting member in committee.
Can be delegate, Alternate, or delegate-at-large.

P & P: clarifies each club has one designated voting member in committee.
Can be delegate, Alternate, or delegate-at-large.

Art. X, Sec. 6 Actions on
Main Motion

Kalihi-Palama: adds add’l action choices per motion
 P&P – what about registered member; can they vote in committee to
represent voice of their club?
 KAHA: does AHCC/credentials track who are/are not members to
validate representation at a committee meeting
Poll: Need answers to above questions for clarification in order to support. 9-20
Consensus:
likely to support (clarify whether member can be club representative and vote in
committee meeting)
Kalihi-Palama: adds add’l action choices per motion for actions on the floor
(plenary).
“Defer, postpone indefinitely, lay on the table, or commit or refer to
committee”
No discussion
Kalihi-Palama: adds add’l action choices per motion for actions on the floor.
“Defer, postpone indefinitely, lay on the table, or commit or refer to
committee”
 Kauwahi Anaina: Options for motions on the floor beyond adopt, not
adopt?
Poll: 6-2-0
Consensus: Likely to support the additional options.
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Art. X, Sec. 8
Registration of Del & Alt.

P & P move language to policy manual.

P & P move language to policy manual for Standing Rules of Convention.
Poll: 8-0-0
Consensus: Likely to support.

Art. X, Sec. 9
Quorum (for Plenary
Session at Convention)

Art. X, Sec. 10
Resolutions

Kalihi-Palama: add’l 5 days beyond 60 day deadline to provide per capita
based on “extenuating circumstances.” (BOD can seat a club)
Poll: 7-1-0
Consensus: Likely to support
P&P
Look at numbers for last decade & compare to see if we have a problem making
quorum or not.
Some support amendment? Some.
Support keeping original language? YES
Don’t know? some.
Consensus: Likely to support.
P&P
 KAHA: Present applies either way. Current language seems to allow for
more fairness of representation for both small & large clubs
 Tennessee HCC: Supports KAHA point. New language sets up situation
where clubs make plans to attend but insufficient numbers to make
quorum when you get there. What happens if, at the end, can’t make
quorum? Lots of expenses.
Poll: 1-2-3
Consensus: Likely to support
P&P
a. Change timing. Keep nonsubstantive resos at 60 days.
Like green language? Yes 50%
Want original language to stay the same? 50%
I don’t know?

NOTE: The sections that follow are the session of 9/17/22 where in-person spokespersons joined the final online
session. All entries are in BLACK.
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Art. X, Sec. 10
Resolutions

Move to Procedural manual
Poll: 7-0-1
Likely to support
P&P Sec. b
P&P Sec. c
Poll: 4-1-1
Consensus: Likely to Support
P & P Sec. d. To be withdrawn.
P & P Sec. e. Chairperson
No poll taken.
Kalihi-Palama, Sec. b Alternate language
No action. This language was moved to policy manual January 2022, 62d
Convention.

Art. X, Sec. 12
Order of Business

Art. X, Sec. 13 (New)
Postponement

Art. XI, Sec. 1
Meetings

Kalihi-Palama
Sec. t. Installation of officers
PKHCC
Delete and insert NEW Section 13. Re postponement based on emergency.
Poll: 8-0-2
Consensus: Likely to support
Gives BOD authority to postpone a convention or membership meeting w/
notification.
PKHCC -Gives BOD authority to postpone a convention or membership
meeting w/ notification.
 LVHCC: this may be a duplication or can be included in section
addressing virtual meeting/convention
 Poll: 13-0-0 Consensus: Likely to Support
Para. b: Calling special meetings/executive session/observers. Who may call
meetings. Requirements to call.
PKHCC
No questions/comments.
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Poll: 14-0-0
Consensus: Likely to Support
Art. X, Sec. 13 (New)
Postponement

Gives BOD authority to postpone a convention or membership meeting w/
notification.
PKHCC -Gives BOD authority to postpone a convention or membership
meeting w/ notification.
 LVHCC: this may be a duplication or can be included in section
addressing virtual meeting/convention
 Poll: 13-0-0 Consensus: Likely to Support

Art. XI, Sec. 1
Meetings

Para. b: Calling special meetings/executive session/observers. Who may call.
Requirements to call.
PKHCC
No questions/comments.
Poll: 14-0-0
Consensus: Likely to Support

Art. XI Section 1c.
Alternate.

Maui Council Alternate –Executive Session
 PKHCC: this is covered in Roberts Rules (RONR). Redundant here.
Poll: 2-8-2
Consensus: Not Likely to Support.

Art. XI, Sec. 2
Locations

P & P Clarification language.
Poll: 9-4-1
Consensus: Likely to Support
Maui Council “including a virtual meeting”
 PKHCC: encourage codification of authority. Mentioned numerous
times in docs. Redundant. Authors with similar amendments should
work together to conform language & publish in a single space.
Poll: 9-1-3
Consensus : Likely to Support
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Art. XI, Sec. 3
Notice of Meetings.

P & P provides how to details, sections b & c
Poll: 12-0-0
Consensus: Likely to Support
Subsec. d: Waiver of Meeting Notice
PKHCC  Statutory notice: notice that is stated in statutes. If people actually
show up, notice doesn’t matter.
 Kuini Piolani: if notice is waived, is there still a communication to
broader organization to be made?
 The amendment language: notice has to happen AND if board
members show up even w/o notice, notice is waived. Would cover
emergency situations when timely notice can’t be sent out in a timely
manner.
Poll: good with subsec. b: 8-0-1
Consensus: Likely to Support

Art. XI, Sec. 4
Openness (of Meetings)

PKHCC – Delete original language.
Add “communication” in its place. Already included under Art. 11, sec. 1
Observers
Maui Council New Language: Communication
No questions
Poll: 11-1-0
Consensus: Likely to Support.

Art. XI, new section

P&P Sine Die
 Princess Kaiulani HCC. Deferred so item is still alive. It’s a
DEFERRAL matter.
 PKHCC: not sure how to address. Under RONR, this action is
actually incorporated. So why is it necessary? Is this a legislative
practice? Don’t see the need for it.
 Princess Kaiulani: in the past, at the end of convention, everything is
DONE. This new language allows staying further action to a later
time. i.e. defer to later date
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PKHCC: If committee wants to further work, can revisit the draft
and complete work but item would die for purposes of the committee
recommendation. So if Plenary tells committee to deal with and it
doesn’t, then WHAT?
Princess Ruth HCC: Would be call for leadership to make sure the
follow-up happens.
Princess Kaiulani HCC: Supports because allows club to continue
working on issue
PKHCC: if unfinished business before house, can Board take action
in the interim? Rusty: he and Makana will work on it.

Poll: Is more work needed on this item? 13-0-0
Consensus: Likely to Support (more work needed)
CURRENT Art. XI, Sec. 5
Executive Comm. Meetings

P&P – Authors to withdraw change of Executive Committee to “Steering
Committee”
This amendment relates to meetings; should be included under Art. 11 (as
Art. 11, sec. 6)

PKHCC language: actions of the exec committee should be in report of the
Pelekikena (or somewhere) & be available to BOD at next meeting
Poll: 11-0-0
Consensus: Likely to Support
Art. XII, Sec. 1
Rules of Order
Renamed Art. XI, Sec. 7,
Rules of Order

]P&P] Rules of Order + following sections refer to meetings and should be
recognized as such. Non-substantive changes

CURRENT Art. XIII, Sec. 1
Amendments

[Kaiulani]
Sec. 1: language change to “convening of the House of Delegates” and other

PKHCC alternate. Rules of Order exist in Const. Redundant. Delete here.
Poll: 10-1-0
Consensus: Likely to Support
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(to be changed to Art. XII,
Sec. 1)

clarification. Author to withdraw what is stated in parentheses.
Poll: 6-0-6
Consensus: 50/50 Unsure
Sec. 2: change deadline to submit from 60 to 90 days. Submission process
change.
Consensus:
 LVHCC-due date/timing a bit confusing with other assn deadlines
 KAHA-not opposed to new language but sec. 2-4 are better suited to
SOP manual
Sec. 3: P & P chair distribute to clubs. Change from 30 to 60 days before
convening of House of Delegates (HOD)
Poll: 9-0-2
Consensus: Likely to Support
Sec. 4: Pelekikena places proposed amendments on agenda for next
convening of HOD
Poll: 10-0-0
Consensus: Likely to Support
Sec. 5: language clarification [non-substantive]
Poll: 8-1-2
Consensus: Likely to Support

Art. XIII, Sec. 1-5
NEW AMENDMENTS

Language is not included here as Author intends to withdraw the amendment
inclusive of sections 1-5, despite discussion with polling results of Likely to
Support the various polls taken. Please refer to Amendment Workshop
Reports for more detail.

Art. 12, Sec. 2 NEW

Kalihi-Palama. Effective date of amendments is immediately at close of
convention.
 LVHCC: impossible to take effect immediately because need some
time to put all the changes in a final document. Need a stated time.
Kalihi-Palama is amenable to change.
 PKHCC: The general rule should be that any amendment should
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specify when it goes live. If we want to put a time certain, recommend
it become end of fiscal year, or at admin change
Kauwahi Anaina: is one size fits all date appropriate?

Poll on idea of having an effective date: 4-0-2
Consensus: Likely to support but some confusion

New Art. ##, Sec. 1
Leadership Conf: Purpose

New Art. ##
Contracts

PKHCC: LEADERSHIP
 LVHCC: What is the purpose of having ANOTHER conf per year?
Need more details. Not appropriate in bylaws.
 PKHCC: response. Give governance authority. Authorizes what we
actually already do.
 Kauwahi `Anaina: language requires leadership conf to be held.
What if leadership decides not to hold it?
 PKHCC: Club leadership believes this should be done. Also, any
member in good standing should be allowed to attend.
 Kaumuali`i HCC: Supports. Should refer to annual retreat
specifically as opposed to something else to help to clarify.
 PKHCC: Right now BOD can do this. New language allows others to
be included (and would be able to budget for the expense)
Poll: 10-1-1
Consensus: Likely to Support
PKHCC
 LVHCC: Add “agreements” to Contracts; author agrees
 HCC of Honolulu: uncomfortable that this is a “floating” authority.
Should be more specificity as to who can sign. Language too
uncertain. PKHCC: agrees with that thinking. That’s the reason it’s
been put in because all kinds of people currently sign. Codification is
needed. HHCC: Still too loosely-goosey.
 PKHCC: other than CEO, no one should sign unless they are
designated by the board. If anyone else is to sign, the board would
have to authorize.
Poll: Want to see some language about who has authority to sign and how we
work out the authority has to be worked out?
Poll: 10-0-0
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Consensus: Likely to support.

New Art. ##
Policy & Procedural
Manual

PKHCC
Codify policies/procedures by P & P
 LVHCC: include SOPs in manual. Author agrees
 Honolulu HCC: need to clarify meaning of “codify”; Author states all
committees would present to P & P for review for language, form &
style so standardized for non-sub changes. Procedure: P & P would
provide to BOD or finance for final approval depending on where
policy originated
Poll: include language here? 8-0-2
Consensus: Likely to support

New Art. ##
Conflict of Interest

PKHCC Sec. 1
 Kealoha Aina: Is this new policy or current one being edited; author
says this is new provision in bylaws &
in tandem with earlier attempts to bring in this kind of policy and to
codify in compliance with Fed 501(c)(3) requirements.
 Princess Ruth: good practice. This is expected of Oahu clubs.
 PKHCC: language specifically limits your rights as BOD member in
this specific way to prevent overstepping authority
Poll: 10-0-0
Consensus: Likely to Support

New Art. ##, Sec. 1
Liability & Indemnification
of Officers, Directors,
employees, Volunteers, and
Agents

Sec. 1 No Liability to Association
Kalihi-Palama
Clarifies liability & indemnification
 LVHCC: communicate explanation of Liability insurance as well the
need for Directors & Officers (D&O) insurance to be presented to all
clubs. Include what it does/does not cover
 HCC of Honolulu: D & O is specific type of insurance. Should be
specifically listed. Should look more into this kind of insurance and its
implications for clubs
 LVHCC: Adding Liability, D & O, etc. raises price of insurance
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Poll: Include in bylaws? 12-0-0
Consensus: Likely to Support
Sec. 2 Indemnity, a-g
Kalihi-Palama
New Art. ##
Impossibility Provisions

Suspension of bylaws in emergency
Kalihi-Palama
 LVHVV: Concern that there are other ways to get business done
besides suspending agreement between assn and members. Slippery
slope when we start suspending the rules that govern us. RONR does
not recommend this be done at all.
 PKHCC: acknowledge concern but recognizes the need to operate in
emergency situation. Open to specific language suggestions for
triggers and boundaries for BOD to operate during emergency.
 KAHA: no objection but maybe delineate duties of officers,
restrictions in making decisions other than suspending bylaws. Add
details in procedure manual and refer to that for more detail.
 LVHCC: need timeline or duration stated
Two polls taken:
Poll: How do you feel about the language as is? 0-11-0
Consensus: Not likely to support.
Poll: Would you like to see an impossibility provision as long as terms are
worked out by drafting club? 6-1-4
Consensus: Likely to support.
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IX. “ NOT LIKELY TO SUPPORT” AMENDMENTS
CONSTITUTION
COMMENT
Art. 1, Sec. 1 (Alternate Version) Section: Name and Principal Office [Maui Council]
Name & Principal Office
 Not international yet. Wait till that happens.
 Expansion may lead to 501(c)(3) concerns
International Federation of
 Constitution should go beyond to allow for expansion and the vision
Hawaiian Civic Clubs
to reach to Hawaiians wherever they are
 Koʻolaupoko – likes concept as it connected everyone worldwide.
 Ainahau- do not give up on international concept
 Kalihi-Palama- suggests Hawaiian language speaker clubs helps with
name.
 Waimea- ask ASH to change name

Consensus point: Not likely to support
Art. 1, Sec. 3 Principal Office

Section: Addition of Regional Offices [Maui Council]
 Maunalua-the aina is here and those away are always welcome
 Kauai-remember that we can choose to keep as is
 Maunalua-add in “and also as a”; regional offices not necessary; “as
is” is best;
 PKHCC kako`o
 PKHCC add in “Articles of Incorporation”
 Honolulu-constitution is enough, the rest clutters things up
Mana`o from Maui C: in alignment with international name if that amended
title is adopted

In Person Consensus point: Not likely to support
Consensus Point: 50/50 Likely to Support/Not Likely to Support
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Art. 1, Sec. 4 (New) Jurisdiction

Section 4 (New) Jurisdiction [LVHCC]
 Stay under council for growth; Kuini kako`o
 Ask LVHCC for answer to what is jurisdiction

In Person Consensus point: Not likely to support
Virtual Consensus point: Likely to support
Art. 1, Section 5 (New)
Mokus/Districts

Section 5 (New) Mokus/Districts [LVHCC]
 Waikiki: might be limiting us and not necessary to do so
 Kaiulani-language in use of Moku as district since there are 46 in
aina; may cause confusion to those who hear it; Pearl Harbor kako`o
 Kuini: should not be heavy verbiage defer to manaleo hui
 Koʻolaupoko- add in “at least”

In Person Consensus point: Not likely to support
Virtual Consensus point: No poll taken
Art. 2, Sec. 1 Purpose &
Objectives

Section: Goals and Objectives [P&P]
 Kuini & Kohala- Support original language, offer add’l amendments;
goals should be moved to strategic plan; Just want simple purpose
clause.
 Kuini: should not be heavy verbiage
 PKHCC: KISS- Purpose, Mission, Vision section rather than what is
currently stated; short & simple, move and use suggested language in
strategic plan
 Kalihi-Palama: will revisit to see how their mana`o can be added.
Incorporate intent for which Kuhio founded civic clubs found in [
Goal #4(b) and Goal #4(c) (e)]

In Person Consensus point: Not likely to support
Virtual Consensus point: Polls taken on submissions by other
authors
Art. 3, Sec. 2; c (New)
‘Ahahui Siwila Hawai`i

Maui Council
 Waikiki: good thoughts but might be better in an MOU between ASH
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and AHCC.
Kohala: move to bylaws
PKHCC: Prefer MOU bound and include a conflict of interest
statement
Maui C: intend to remove subsection “b”



In-Person Consensus point: Not likely to support
Art. 4, Sec. 1 Prohibitions

Virtual Consensus point: Not likely to support
Sec. 1 Prohibitions [Waimea HCC]
 Waimea: change language to reflect federal language: promoting
social welfare.

In Person Consensus point: Not likely to support.
Sec. 1 Prohibitions [Waimea HCC]
 Kauwahi Anaina: (?) Is this a collective decision; who decides who
is endorsed
 KAHA: Need procedures so application is fair

Virtual Consensus point: 50/50 Likely to Support/Not Likely to
Support.
Art. 4, Sec. 2 Political
Aspirations

[P & P] term change of Executive Committee to “Steering Committee”

In Person Consensus point: Not Likely to Support.
Virtual Consensus point: Likely to Support
Art. 4, Sec. 2 Political
Aspirations

Deletion of Sec. 2. [PKHCC]

Consensus point: Not likely to Support.
Prefer to keep original language.

Consensus point: Likely to Support
Virtual Consensus point: Prefer to keep original language? 50/50
split
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Art. 4, Sec. 3 (New) Sanctions

Sec. 3 (New) Sanctions [P & P]
 Kuini: better define it further maybe put somewhere else
 PKHCC: need more specificity; who is this impacting; Princess Ruth
agrees.

In Person Consensus point: Not likely to Support.
Art. 5, Sec. 1&2 Membership

Virtual Consensus point: Likely to Support
[P & P]
Two sections. As to both parts,

In Person Consensus point: Not likely to Support.
Virtual Consensus point: Likely to Support.
Art. 6, Sec. 1 Officers

1. Recording Secretary as elected officer, not staff:

Not likely to Support
2. Corresponding Secretary as elected officer, not staff:

Not likely to Support
[Kuini & Maui Council]
 Consistent with bylaws feedback in regards to maintaining current
officers & staff positions
Virtual Consensus point: Not Likely to Support
Art. 6, Sec. 5 Executive
Committee

[Maui Council] Third VP
In Person Consensus point: Not Likely to Support
Virtual Consensus point: Not Likely to Support

Art. 6, Sec. 6 Qualifications
(Alternate)

Requirement of Kanaka Maoli for Executive Committee:
In Person Consensus Points:
Pelekikena: Likely to Support
Na Hope: Likely to Support
Pu`uku: Not Likely to Support
Staff: Not Likely to Support
Virtual Consensus Point:
Pelekikena: Likely to Support
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Art. 7, Sec. 2 Membership

[Kalihi-Palama]
Add on Sec. b & c
 Kohala-25 for membership may be difficult to maintain living in
current culture
 Waimea-chartering with 25 NH yes, but not in maintenance of 25 NH
no
 Princess Ruth-support 25 for both
 Kaiulani-do not agree with age under 18 as there may be legal
ramifications
 Kuini-in support of Kalihi Palama’s suggestion except in regards to
“shall not be voting members” be more specific to the House of
Delegates

In Person Consensus points:
Native Hawaiian for membership: Likely to Support
16 & older: Likely to Support
Maintain 25 NH membership to keep charter: 50/50 split- Likely to

Support/ Not Likely toSupport
Keiki to 15 counted as members: Likely to Support
Virtual Consensus points:
[Kalihi-Palama]
Add on Sec. b & c Polled re: Change concepts in subsections b & c:
 Members 16 years or older 5-0-0
Likely to Support
 House of Delegates include 16 yrs & older w/ voting rights 3-3-0
50/50 split
 New charter club roster includes 25 Native Hawns 3-4-0
50/50 split more “-“
 Club must maintain 25 Native Hawns to keep charter 1-4-1
Not likely to support
 Language of 25 Native Hawns should be in our constitution 3-2-1
50/50/split
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[P & P]
 Kalihi-Palama - Suggest just using Section 1 and move rest to bylaws.

Art. 9, Sec. 1 Amendments

In Person Consensus point: Not likely to Support.
Virtual Consensus point: Likely to support.
Art. 9 Amendments (Alternate
Version)

[LVHCC]
New Section Creates Constitution amendment document that tracks
legislative history for amendments

In Person Consensus point: Not likely to Support.
Virtual Consensus point: Likely to support

IX. “ NOT LIKELY TO SUPPORT” AMENDMENTS
BYLAWS

REFERENCE

POLLING & CONSENSUS

Art. I, Sec 1

Election of Officers, Term of Office
Group preferred to keep the original terms.

COMMENTS

Maui Council: Election of Officers, Term of Office. Staggered Terms.
Waimea: continuity already exists w/ experience.
Kauai: Good idea. Not ready yet.
Honolulu: more discussion needed
Consensus: Not likely to support
Standardization of Hawaiian terms.
[Prince Kuhio]
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Art. I, Sec 1

Election of Officers, Term of Office
[PKHCC]
[Attendees were informed that there are 3 new larger concepts introduced here that
will appear elsewhere in the document. Polls will be taken along the way after their
impact is explored. They include the following:
 Staggered terms
 A third Vice President
 Recording and corresponding secretaries as elected officer
Comment:
 Kauwahi Anaina: reminder about creating a glossary of terms especially with
the extended use of olelo Hawaiʻi

New Art. II, Sec. 5
Other Vacancies
New Art. II, Sec. 5
Other Vacancies

Maui Council
No discussion
Maui Council
 KAHA: clarification needed as to what other vacancies are being addressed;
rationale states “officers” but previous sections address their vacancy; do not
see why this is needed
Poll: 1-1-6
Consensus: Not Likely to Support

Art. V, Sec. 3 VP `Elua

P&P
P&P
Clarifying language
Poll: 0-8-0
Consensus: Not Likely to Support
Kuini Will withdraw this language.

Art. V, Sec. 4 (new)
`Ekolu

Maui Council
Kalihi-Palama: not in favor because there are standing committees that already do this
work
Lahaina: in favor. See a need
Honolulu: not in favor
Kohala: not in favor but why not have another director assist
No poll.
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Art. V, Sec. 4 (new)
`Ekolu

Maui Council
Poll: 0-8-0
Consensus: Not Likely to Support
Kuini
No notes
Kuini
Same as above

Consensus: Not Likely to Support
Art. V, Sec. 4 (new)
Pu`uku
As to paragraph i. only

Maui Council Para. i
i. annual audit w/ report to bd. CPA audit. Bylaws already allow audits. Funding issue
because too expensive.
Discussed internal audits.
Poll: Yes. Likely to support.
j. like this language (file all required docs on time)
Consensus: Regular reviews: Yes.
Maui Council
 Ke Aloha Aina- may be cost prohibitive annually; perhaps each term or
every 5 yrs
Poll: 0-4-4
Consensus: 50/50 Not Likely to Support & Unsure

Art. V, Sec. 5
Board Staff:
Kakau `Olelo / Recording
Secretary

Maui Council Recording Secretary
Elected position to board of directors w/ voting capability; not staff.

Maui Council
Recording Secretary elect vs. appt.
Poll: 2-5-1
Consensus: Not Likely to Support
Corresponding Secretary:
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Poll: 1-5-2
Consensus: Not Likely to Support
Art. V, Sec. 6
Corresponding Secretary
Kākau `Ōlelo Hope

Polling done on different
topics.

Kuini
Added: in absence or inability, Hope will take place.
Do Ka Nūhou also.
PKHCC: job descriptions belong in policy manuals
Consensus: Not likely to support this.
Need to look at this as there was a Not likely to support secretaries as elected
positions.
Kuini
No questions/comments
Poll is specific to inclusion of subsections b & c original language (Amended Jan
2022)
b. prepare & submit electronic & digital audio recording of Convention Proceedings
& written minutes of significant decisions made w/n 90 days after completion of
convention;
c. Oversee the transcribing of electronic and digital audio recording of

Convention Proceedings to be submitted to the Board of Directors within
240 days after completion of the convention;
Poll: 7 – 0 – 1

Consensus: Likely to Support
In Person POLLING on Larger Concepts:
Election of Secretaries:
 Recording Secretary: 2-5-1 Consensus: Not Likely to Support
 Corresponding
1-5-2 Consensus: Not Likely
Art. VI, Sec. 1
P&P
In general people were Likely not to support P & P changes.
Committees

Art. VI, Sec. 2 current
ALTERNATE

There were other polls taken but they were Likely to Support and are not included
here.
Kalihi-Palama
Subcommittees on Self-Determination & Governance
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Art. VI, Sec. 2 current
ALTERNATE

Kalihi-Palama
Identify new subcommittees, Self-Determination & Governance
Poll: 0-6-1
Should we include both subcommittees?
Consensus: Not Likely to Support

Art. IX., Sec. 2
CC Criteria

Kuini
Newly-chartered club, no per capita from prior convention, can participate at
convention using same formula
g. not discussed
Kuini
Kauwahi Anaina: is this necessary since concons are every 10 yrs.
Ka Ha Panoa: could be placed in policy manual not bylaws
Poll re: addition of sec. g: 3-6-0
Consensus: Not Likely to Support

COMBINED SESSION OF 9/17/22
Art. XI Section 1c.
Alternate.

Art. XIII, Sec. 1
Amendments Alternate
Version
Art. XIII, Sec. 1 - 5
Amendments
Author (Princess
Kaiulani) intends to
withdraw its

Maui Council Alternate –Executive Session
 PKHCC: this is covered in Roberts Rules (RONR). Redundant here.
Poll: 2-8-2
Consensus: Not Likely to Support.
Kalihi-Palama Sec. 1
P&P should circulate amendments to clubs 30 days prior to convening of HOD
Poll: 2-9-1
Consensus: Not Likely to Support
KALIHI-PALAMA (ALTERNATE LANGUAGE)
Submit at 60. Circulate 30 days prior to next convention.
Poll: if you like submit amendments at 60 days, circulate to members at 30 days
2-9-1
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amendments, Sec. 1-5.
Included Kalihi-Palama
alternate language here.
New Art. ##
Impossibility Provisions

Consensus: Not Likely to Support. Authors can work together.

Suspension of bylaws in emergency
Kalihi-Palama
 LVHVV: Concern that there are other ways to get business done besides
suspending agreement between assn and members. Slippery slope when
we start suspending the rules that govern us. RONR does not
recommend this be done at all.
 PKHCC: acknowledge concern but recognizes the need to operate in
emergency situation. Open to specific language suggestions for triggers
and boundaries for BOD to operate during emergency.
 KAHA: no objection but maybe delineate duties of officers, restrictions
in making decisions other than suspending bylaws. Add details in
procedure manual and refer to that for more detail.
 LVHCC: need timeline or duration stated
Two polls taken:
Poll: How do you feel about the language as is? 0-11-0
Consensus: Not likely to support.
Poll: Would you like to see an impossibility provision as long as terms are
worked out by drafting club? 6-1-4
Consensus: Likely to support.
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